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Volume VII, NO. 2

ARMSTRONG EXPANDS
ASP'S NFW
WEEKEND CLASSES
CORPORATE PROGRAM
ARE HERE
The first weekend of the fall
quarter brought with it the pilot
classes of ASC's new Weekend
Program. Courses in ASC 101:
Strategies for Success, English 101,
French 101, Political Science 113,
and Psychology 101 met at various
times on both Saturday, September
18 and Sunday, September 19, with
a total attendance of over 85 stu
dents.
Weekend classes are not al
together new at Arm strong. In th e
past, individual departments have
offered weekend classes. Howe ver,
this is the first time there has been a
program established for such classes.
Last fall, Dr. Grace Martin,
Head of the Department of Psychol
ogy, initiated a weekend Psychology
101 class, and Dr. William
Megathlin, Dean of Academic and
Enrollment Services, offered a Po
litical Science class. These classes
both thrived and the two worked to
identify how much need the re was
for more weekend classes.
Several factors indicated a
great need for expanded weekend
classes. First, the substantial increase
in the number of stude nts in atten
dance at ASC meant that more course
sections had to be crea ted. In past
years, more and more evening classes
have been added to the schedule.
However, in addition to the time
restraints of a 24-hour day, there
were physical limits to th e number
of classes that could be offered each
Monday thro ugh Fri day. Second,
there was an indirect demand by

students. By the continued increase
in the enrollments into evening and
early morning classes (approxi
mately 165 such classes were offered
this fall), it was apparent th at stu
dents needed — demanded —
alternate times for coming to school.
Third, there was a desire on the part
of Armstrong State College officials
to reach out to the other students
whose restricting work schedules
prohibited them from going to col
lege. (Please see the related article
on ASC's Corporate Program.)
That last issue played a sig
nificant role in the creation of the
Office of Nontraditional Learning.
This office wasoriginated to admin
ister to the increasing number of
students attendingeveningand(now)
weekend classes. It was the Director
of the Office of Nontraditional
Learning, Dr. Richard Nordquist,
who initiated and promoted the
Weekend Program.
As for the stude nts who at
tended classes on the first weekend,
they seemed to appreciate having an
expanded opportunity to continue
their education.
"I work week days, so this is
a convenient time for me to come to
school," said RolandEdwards, a jun
ior in the Psychology 101 class.
"Of course the weekend class
fits into my work schedule," added
Sandra Fillmore, another j unior in
the Psychology 101 class, "but the
best part is that my husband can
watch the kids on the weekends while
Please see Weekend, on page 2.

ASC has made itpossible for
some of the workers from Union
Camp and Gulfstream to go to col
lege. Through the new Corporate
Program, 18 employees of the
Union Camp Corporation and 3 2
employees of the Gulfstream Cor
poration will be attending classes a
few nights a week, on the job site,
after their shift.
The program was bom last
November when Union Camp ap
proached ASC about developing and
establishing a program th at would
assist employees incontinuing their

education. Armstrong's Registrar
andDirectorof Admissions, Mr. Kim
West, headed the development of
the program.
"We found, early on, that the
way that ASC could make going to
college easier for those perspective
students," West said "was to bring
the co llege, in essence, to them."
With that idea in mind, West estab
lished a progr am that involved an
on-site (at Union Camp) seminar for
interested, would-be students; the
Please see Corporate on page 4

ASC Registers
Record Numbers!

Photo by Beverly English, SPS

Armstrong students stand in line at the bookstore
after registration. The Registrar's Office registered
5150 students this fall... so, yes, the lines ARE longer!
For Related Story, See page 26.
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THE OFFICE OF

MINORITY AFFAIRS
HAS RELOCATED TO THE

ADMINISTRATION ANNEX

The Office Of
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Has moved into Gamble 104

Dr. Richard Nordquist can be contacted here from 12:30
to 8:30, Monday through Thursday and from 2:15 to 3:15
on Saturday and Sunday.
The telephone number is 927-5626.
with expanded hours will be spon
sored by The Office of Student
I'm in class, and we don't have to
Affairs.
worry about a sitter."
S tudents aren' tthe only ones
What does the future hold
benefiting from the weekend pro
for the Weekend Program?
gram. Part time faculty member
"Cautious, yet persistent
Stephanie Hager said, "I have a dif
growth,"
says Nordquist, "with per
ferent job during the week like most
of the students in the class, so this haps twoor three courses added each
quarter."
way I still get to teach."
If the demand and the qual
Mrs. Hager, who has in
ity
of
instruction
stay high, then the
structed other weekend psychology
classes in the past year, noticed, college will work to increase the
"There are about twice as many stu availability of its faculty to teach on
dents in this class as there were last the weekend and to increase the va
year." Hager attributed this to the riety of classes offered to the
fact that, in addition to those stu students. Core classes will be the
dents who work, there are several only ones available until the need is
students who could not get into any great enough to warrant upper-level
other section of the class because of classes on the weekend.
The officials who are work
other academic requirements, such
ing
with
the program want it to be
as science labs.
Augmenting the newly cre clear that they insist on continuing
ated weekend class schedule, are to make going to college a possibil
added services for students. These ity for anyone who is interested.
include extended hours of operation However, their primary concern is
for Lane Library (M-Th: 7:30 a.m.- to insure that the instruction offered
-11:00 p.m.; F:7:30 a.m.-5:00p.m.; on the weekends matches thequality
Sa: 10:00a.m.--5:00p.m.; Su: 2:00-- for which Armstrong State College
11:00p.m.) and numerous activities has gained a fine reputation.
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MR. ALFRED OWENS CAN BE REACHED
IN HIS NEW OFFICE AT 927-5252
HOURS:
8:00am — 5:O Opm
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Weekend, continued from page 1

'Michael Walker

Make your voice heard !
If you have comments concern
ing:
— available weekend classes
—weekend hours ofoperation for
student services
-anything that would help with
the success of the new Weekend
Program...
Let Dr. Nordquist hear about it!
( G-104 or 921-5626 )

J

shame myself into signing up for algebra. I
found that philosophy didn't stop my knees
from growing weak, palms from sweating, and
nerves from fraying.
I k ept telling myself it was only a class
just like the others I had taken. Hadn't I
always preached to my children that if th ey
tried, they would succeed? Well, maybe, 1
was wrong, but I c ouldn't be wrong because
my children would never understand. 1 no
By: Annette Logue
longer have the luxury of parents to deal with
when report cards come in the mail. Actu
ally, 1long for someone to put me under house
arrest for the duration of the quarter. Even
though I was working ten hours' a day and
1 spent spring quarter polling students on taking a full load spring quarter, my children
their views of college algebra. 1 was told by quickly imitated my stern look when 1 made
many to take it at Savannah State because it my first "B." They can't fathom the idea of
was easier or to do the four-year dodge and seventeen years between math classes.
I was on e of those "lucky" students that
pray for a miracle. No one, however, could
tell me why an English major had to take did not have to take the CPE because 1 had
Math 101. 1 mean if I ever sit and ponder SAT scores high enough to waive the exam.
about the amount of solution in my prescrip Well, the only thing those SAT scores mean
tion, 1 will just call and ask Revco. 1 really to me now is t hat I was a reasonably smart
don't care about the circumference of a circle student back in prehistoric high school.
or if a triangle is right or left. So, perhaps, you Counting the multitudes of dinosaurs was a
can understand my hesitation in bubbling in piece of ca ke. So, walking into Algebra 101
was, for me, like walking into a firing squad.1
the code for Math 101.
When I w alked into English 101, 1 felt wanted to ask for a final request-1 had heard
the butterflies in mystomach, swallowed hard, of imaginary numbers so couldn't we just
when I heard Chaucer recited in Old English, imagine all the answers on my test were the
and almost had seizures before my first paper right ones.
Dr. Hansen started to write math prob
was due. However, 1 survived with a lot of
lems
on the board. The problems really
encouragement from Dr. Andrews. I was
brave and went on to tackle Honor's English looked like greek to me. After about an hour,
192 and 292. I used this accomplishment to the man in my brain, George, that files my

Compared to Algebra,
Labor Was A Breeze!

Editor's Note: Sissy Boatright joins us from
Sweethollow, Tennessee. She is attending Arm
strong on a Psychology Scholarship, and plans to
implement an ASC "Couch Squad" to help ASC
students with emotional and other basic prob
lems. All questions should be addressed to: Sissy
Boatright, ch The Inkwell. 11935 Abercom
Street, Savannah QA 31419.

memory information finally found the box
that contained my previous math capabili
ties. As George began to dust off the cobwebs
on the files and open them, I remembered. 1
knew how to do some of this complicated,
make-me-think-too-hard subject. I thought
for an instant that perhaps I c ould do this
algebra stuff after all.Wait aminute, there are
word problems in algebra. Somehow, with
out a specifics, 1remembered I don't like word
problems. My brain had gone into overload,
and I had tmly gotten through the first day.
This summer, I began to have night
mares about logarithms. I failed my first
college test of any kind because 1 cha nged
answers due to lack of con
fidence. Most of all,
I felt the true pain of studying the
unfathomable. 1 learned the way to study
algebra is to read the book, try to do the
homework, and throw the book as far as you
can. After these steps, you retrieve your book
and repeat until you understand--at least
enough to survive. If this doesn't work, head
straight to the math tutorial service in the
Lane Library or make use of the math pro
grams in the Microcomputer Laboratory lo
cated next to the book store. The library
tutors amazed me by not only understanding
the problem, but also by knowing the answer.
If you can't make it to the library or computer
lab, I suggest that you hire, kidnap, or bribe a
tutor. (Most college students will turn cart
wheels for a home cooked meal.) Don't wait
until you are POSITIVE that you d on't un
derstand. Get help the minute you only
THINK you don't understand. If you wait

you could catch that greyhound that
blocks the entrance into Armstrong ev
Dear Sissy,
The Inkwell printed the parking ery morning. If you do, you might better
regulations in the 9/15 issue. However, I wear one of those Scottish skirts and a
could not find the information of how to white button-up blouse. Seems to me, all
actually find a parking place. Could you the girls that get on or off that greyhound
help? 1 can't afford a parking ticket.
has one of them kilts on. I h eard there
was a Scottish Heritage Society in Sa
Sincerely,
vannah, but those girls don't look a bit
Ona Grant
like a terrier to me.
Thanks for writing.
Dear Ona,
I heard tell the parking situation Sissy
here at Armstrong is as bad as the hogcalling/watermelon-eating/greased-pig Dear Sissy,
contest day at the county fair back home.
How does one convey the message
It really doesn't matter if y ou come to that there are three tos (twos, toos) in the
school on a two or four whee
ler, you can't .English language. My friend, Algirdas
find a place to sit either vehicle down. Chamorro from Lithuania, doesn't un
You could do what the Widow Thomp derstand this concept, and this misun
son does. Since it takes her a half a day to derstanding has caused quite a few large
get down the aisle at church, she goes on pizza bill s. Hurry please. He is always
Saturday night, with pillow and blanket hungry.
in tow, and sleeps over. .If you've ever Sincerely,
been in the parking lot at night here, Romeo Huntsman
there really is a right good many spaces Dear Romeo,
I hunted down that professor from
available. Park your car in the lot and
sleep over. But you better make friends England to get the answer to this ques
with those friendly officers that drive tion. (The English colon doesn't look
them cars with the lights on the top. Or like a white snake in orout ofa mason jar,

until you are sure, you will be lost forever in
the infinity of numbers.
I made it to the final with a passing grade,
and with eleven hours of studying, I mad e a
"B" on the final. If I had searched for help
earlier, my final grade would have mirrored
my final. Instead, the summer grade reports
were mailed, and my children stood with
disgusted looks and reprimanding comments
regarding my "C." 1 wanted to scream into
their smug little faces," Don't you realize that
my longest labor only lasted twelve hours, but
algebra was eight weeks long." But no matter
how stern their loqjcs become, I survived
Math 101 at Armstrong State College with
the help from mytutor, Derrell (thanks buddy),
and the patience of Dr. Hansen. To prove to
my children that 1 was not afraid, I signed up
for Math 103 this fall. Dr. Hansen assured me
that 1 should probably do well. He teaches
probabilities in Statistics, right?? EEEH!!
GAD!! Twelve weeks of pain worse than
labor, but I can take it. I had three children
(who snicker behind my back when precalculus is mentioned), didn't 1?? W ell, actually
two days in the quarter, I fi lled out my first
drop/add slip that made precalculus history.
If 1 only learned one thing in algebra, it would
definitely be when to cry "uncle." So, okay,
"UNCLE." I have never claimed to brilliant,
but I am not stupid. Besides, the "Spirit of
Math" sounds much more appealing. I only
hope that algebra pains are similar to labor,
and after it is over, the memory of the pain
fades with time.

either.) She told me that actually there
are not three tos in the English language,
only one with a dual homonym. I don't
rightly know what a dual homonym is,
but it sounds like grits to me. So 1reckon
you got to teach your friend how to make
grits. Write out cards now and show him
the difference in the spelling ofthe words.
Show him the "TWO" card and then
TWO cups of grits. Show him the "TO"
card and have him add the water TO the
grits. After that, show him the "TOO"
card and add TOO much salt to (you can
showhimthe "TO" card again ifhedidn't
get it the first time.) the pot. He will
probably understand this notion pretty
quick when he eats six cups of cooked,
over-salted grits. If this doesn't work, just
give Kim the number to Wedgy's pizza.
The Inkwell ordered pizza from th em for
our last meeting, and after one and a half
hours, westill hadn't seen hide nor hair of
any pizza. When the man finally arrived,
he was nice enough to take two dollars off
after using our phone. That seemed right
friendly to me because nobody had time
left to eat the pizza anyway, and he would
of only had to pay a quarter to use the pay
phone.
Thanks for writing.
Sissy
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Crime And Punishment:]
Education in America (Part 2)

will no longer require a plenitude of trigger fingers connected to an
expendable body. Instead, these armies will need skilled specialists who
can operate high-precision equipment and machinery.
Ignorance will continue to accelerate the depletion of natural
resources and conservation will become a delicate science that will
necessarily make mere paper and aluminum recycling respective dino
saurs.
The future will not treat kindly those nations which neglect educa
tion in the present. The cost of allowing our system of education to fail is
great. What's more, if we hope to remain a world leader, a "superpower,"
we cannot only correct the already existing problems in the education
system, but we must anticipate future problems and deal with them in their
infancy so that wecan once again achieve the innovative edge that weonce
had (when education was job #1 and it was understood that both economic
and military strength stemmed directly from an educated citizenry.)

The United States of America has enjoyed "superpower" status for
about one half of one century. Prior to this it was one of several powerful
nations. Prior to that it was a fondling nation. And Providence notwith
standing, the U.S. may again be a fondling.
Indeed, long-term success for the U.S. is far from guaranteed. The
possibility is present that our nation, which dominates the planet, may
implode. The fuse — ignorance.
Economic stability and military strength coupled with an abun
dance of natural resources and an educated population make a nation a
superpower. The United Statesis fortunate to beeconomically stable (Yes,
we are!) and to have an armed forcessecond to none,while also possessing
within its borders a vast supply of natural resources. However, it is
The United States is experiencing the symptoms of a "lesser"
uncertain whether or not our populationis educated. Therefore, our status
nation. We are looking to establish trade partnerships with nations of
as a "super power" is questionable.
suspect policy. We are scaling back on military projects under the
Certainly, a large number of institutions of learning continue to
presumption that our only real enemy was defeated. We are loosing clout
produce highly educated individuals. In fact, these individuals could
in international affairs because ofour enormous debt. We are experiencing
possibly sustain the America that we presently call home. For how long?
increases in infant mortality rates. And we are sacrificing the future of
Two or three generations, maybe. But much like other nations that
America, our children's America by refusing to respect the lessons taught
possessed the historically defiled gaps between the "rich" and the"poor,"
by history: A nation cannot tax itself into prosperity. One nation cannot
the "strong" and the "weak," The U.S. would be polarized with a handful
educated individuals on top and the remaining massof ignoramuses on the conquer the world. No nation which neglects the education of its youngcan
survive indefinitely.
bottom.
I am one of the 8% of Americans that feels that the education
And what happens, say, five generations down the road; long after
we have all di ed? The rapid expansion of technological advancements problem should not only be our most pressing concern but also that itis the
would dictate that the most vital component of an economically and most effective solution to most of the other (subsequent) problems facing
the nation.
militarily strong society would be the (highly) educated individual.
If you have any solutions to THE problem let me hear them.* If
The future will not hold stories of people down on their luck
stumbling into fortunes. No, computerized monetary systems with fluctu you are interested in my suggestion read Part HI in the next issue of The
ating interest rates will make stuffing the mattress with lives savings Inkwell.
impractical.
'Michael Walker
The term, "military science" suggests — and rightfully so — that
in the future our warriors will be scientists as well. Armies of superpowers * Please send all responses to: Edito, The Inkwell. Rm. 203, MCC
Corporate, cont'd from page 1
delivery of applications to the site;
CPE testing at the site; selling of the
necessary text books.
"It seemed that one of the
biggest obstacles forthose whohave
a regular '9 to 5' job," West added,
"is finding the time to come out to
our campus and go through the reg
istration process. In many cases,
they would have to use one or more
of their vacation days."
Out of the 64 individuals who
displayed initial interest atthe Union
Camp seminar, 27 applied and 18
were accepted. It will take these
individuals anywhere from eight to
thirty-three quarter hours (depend
ing on the results of their CPEs) to
complete the "FAST START' pro
gram which could lead them to an
Associate of Arts and General Stud

ies Degree, if they continue on with
the program.
"By offering the 'FAST
START' programat the Union Camp
site, we are giving the students a
chance to decide, for sure, if they
want to really come back to school
[at the ASC campus]for their Asso
ciates Degree," said West.
Having established what they
considered to be a"good thing," Mr.
West, with assistance from Dr. Ri
chard Nordquist, Director of
Nontnyjitional Learning, ap
proached Gulfstream about
instituting thesame type of program.
Gulfstream had different
needs, however, so the already ex
isting Corporate Program had to be
altered.
"Many of the employees at
Gulfstream were interested in tak
ing the core classes which were

required by Emory Riddle, where
several of them go in order to get an
Aeronautical Engineering degree,"
West said.
Ultimately, 150 employees
of Gulfstream would attend the in
troductory seminar.
"We were overwhelmed by
the response we received from the
workers at Gulfstream," offered
Nordquist. "We actually ran out of
information handouts."
Of the 150, 45 applied for
admission and 32 were accepted.
At both locations, students
are presently taking core classes.
"We are extremely happy to
have this opportunity to serve the
community of Savannah with the
high quality instruction that has be
come our hallmark," West
concluded.

'Michael Walker

VOTE
VOTE
VOTE
SGA
Special Elections
October
11 and 12

VOTE
VOTE
VOTE
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Letters To The Editor
need for censorship. Only extremists don't,
Dear Editor,
The August 4,1993 issue of The Ink though Carroll doesn't say so. (At least she
well contained an inflammatory editorial doesn't accuse liberalsof enforcing the "PC"
by Shelley Carroll. Apparently, what an though/speech code, like many conserva
gered Carroll was that someone, Raymond tives do- as if conservatives didn't have
Lorenz, had the gall to write aletter toThe their own idea of " PC" views!) Certain
Savannah Morning News criticizing Rush types of expression, such as libelor slander,
Limbaugh's treatment of PresidentClinton. those reminiscent of the old example of
Apparently, rather than publishing her re yelling "FIRE!" in a crowded theater not
ply in that paper, which would have been actually on fire, andthose which consist of
the logical place for doing so, she braved violence, are righdy banned. On the other
"brutal censorship by bleeding heart liber hand, those forms of expression which are
als" to quote her editorial, by publishing in considered pornographic (which Carroll
the paper for which she writes and which specifically attacks), unpatriotic, or sacrile
she will soon edit! (She might be the editor gious (neither of which she specifically
by the time this letter sees print.) She attacks, but they probably infuriate her
ored by theright
wrote that "all media, as a general rule, is too), which are often cens
wing,
are
not
clearly
dangerous.
Maybe
Isicl biased," and tried to prove that point
nudes
such
as
Michelangelo's
Davtd.
by abandoning allideals of journalistic neu
trality in order to viciously attack liberal TWHrpll i'sThe Birrhof Venus, and Rodin's
The Kiss (and even his The Thinker) will
ism.
Like Carroll, 1 disagree with Lorenz's be called pornography by Jesse Helms and
suggestion that Limbaugh be taken off the the rest next, if they haven't been already.
air. That does not mean I agree with Carroll doesnot specifically attack alack of
Limbaugh's opinions or how he expresses patriotism- as defined by the Right- or the
them, however. In a place of rational sacrilegious- as defined by t he Right- but
criticism, Limbaugh, a true demagogue,of many conservatives have, and they have
fers mudslinging and ridicule. Further, 1 blacklisted, jailed, killed (for example, in
disagree with Carroll as regards censor numerous witchcraftorheresy "trials"), etc.,
ship. Like most liberals, I recognize die those they considered "guilty."

EVALUATE THE INKWELL
The Staff of The Inkwell welcomes all comments, suggestions, and/or criticisms. For any
readers of The Inkwell that would like to help in the improvement of the paper, this space is
provided...**
The aspect of this issue that I like the most is:.

The aspect of this issue that I liked the least is:

What 1 would like to see more of is :_

The kinds of things I would like to see are:_

General comments concerning The Inkwell (format, content, etc.) are
welcomed here:

—

'

Please give your answer to the "Do you know?" question here..

"PI,*, *„d femul -«pon*. »
« opj*™on ».«»«
send to The InkweU (MCC Buil ding, Rm. Z03)

»

Carroll reveals that she is far to the
right and that she believes the left wing
controls everything. As proof of her ex
tremism, she ridiculously compares Dan
Rather's moderate coverage of the Repub
licans to Limbaugh's trashing of Cl inton.
She defendsLimbaugh's treatment of Presi
dent Clinton as follows, "Limbaugh criti
cized Isit] the incompetent administration
of a President who has been racked by
scandal [.]" The conservative Republicans,
of course, gave us such fine examples of
leadership as Teapot Dome, Watergate,
andlran-Contra. Carrollalso called Clinton
a president "for whom no one admits vot
ing." 1 for one, risking "life andlimb even
in the faceof brutal censorship" by conser
vative Republicans (to borrow Carroll's
phrase, if not her politics) am proud to say
that I voted for President Clinton and am a
moderately liberal Democrat. Liberals also,
according to Carroll, "have a knack for
using the very tactics they condemn bid
when it is most convenient." That's poli
tics, not liberalism- conservatives make
"better" hypocrites anyway. Many of us
liberals do in fact engage in "intelligent
thought before... [an]election," and we try
to atother times too. Conservatives should
try it.
-Christopher Sheldahl

Editor's Note: I feel obligated to respond to
Christopher Sheldahl's letter. The reason
for placing my editorial in the college paper
was to ensure that I was writing to an
educated audience-- unfortunately, not ev
eryone understood my point. The editorial,
entitled "Don't Flush Rush," was designed
to illustrate the ignorance surrounding all of
us- conservatives and liberals alike- and the
tone was SARCASTIC!
As for pornography, I ask Sheldahl,
"How would you like to see your child
exploited on the pages of a filthy magazine?"
This is what I call pornographic.
The Teapot Dome, Watergate, and
Iran-Conjra scandals, which took place
under Presidents Harding, Nixon, and
Reagan- all Republicans- do not excuse the
Nannygate, Jennifer Flowers, Health Care,
or Waco scandals under a pot smoking,
draft dodging, irresponsible, dishonest presi
dent.
In the future, when reading my editori
als, I recommend digesting only the words or
insinuations that I put on paper, and I
discourage assumptions. A Political Sci
ence professor once said, "Never assume
anything." This is a good rule of t humb...
1 onlymeanwhat I say, andsometimes, I say
it sarcastically.

The Parking Problem
Dear Editor,
1 am writing this letter ofcom
plaint in hopes that it will be pub
lished and seen by some of the
"decision" makers.
The parking and classroom
space at Armstrong State College
this quarter is less than desirable.
Actually, it ismore of a hassle than
anything else.
I attend morning classes, and
have been attending classes for
more than a year now, and the
parking and classroom space have
never been this deficient.
I arrive every morning around
7:40, for an 8:00 ciass, and have to
literally search fora parkingspace.
I then have to squeeze my way up
the stairs to find an empty seat in
my already overcrowded classroom.
After class, I then have to try to
maneuver my vehicle outof a park
ing lot full of students fighting over
my space. Thisiswhatlgodirough
every day. I find myself asking, "Is

it worth it?"
1 decided to attend Armstrong
due to the teacher-student ratio,
the atmosphere, and the quality of
education. I am left deciding if I
want to return next quarter. I pay
my own way thr ough this school
with no financial assistance and
would like to continue my educa
tion at Armstrong. I have talked
with several other students and I
know I am not the only one with
this complaint.
' I am all for the expansion of
Armstrong. But with a higher en
rollment, there isa NEED for more
parking and more classrooms. I
think the Board of Directors needs
to sitdown and decide to putsome
of the money they are receiving
from this increased enrollment
back into the school.
- Name Withheld
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Inkwell Tips On Stress Relief
1. Jam tiny marshmallows up your nose and try to sneeze them
2. Daydream of John D. Rockefeller completing your eco
nomics homework.
3. Use your Mastercard® to pay off your Visa®.
4. Count how many licks it takes to get to the center of a
Tootsie-Roll® Pop.
5. Pop some popcorn without putting on the lid.
6. Figure out by Algebra how much wood a woodchuck can
chuck.
7. When someone tells you, "Have a nice day," tell them you
have other plat s.
8. Clean lint from your navel.
9. Find out what a frog in a blender really looks like.
10. Submit bomb threats to your favorite bookstore.
11. Dance naked in front of your professors.
12. Pretend you work for ASC and carry a coffee mug across
campus.
13. Make a list of things you have already done.
14. Pretend you're rich by entering the campus bookstore.
15. Put your toddler's clothes on backwards and send him off
to Pre-School as if nothing is wrong.
16. Meditate yoga-style while driving.
17. Thumb through National Geographic and draw underwear
on the natives.
18. Badmitton 101.
19. Go shopping, buy everything, sweat in them, and return
them all the next day.
20. Robinson Crusoe sabbatical in your backyard.
21.. Drive to work in reverse.
22.. Three words: Wrestling in Jello®.
23. Read the dictionary backwards and look for subliminal
messages.
24. See how many times you can fold a piece of looseleaf.
25. Start a nasty rumor and see if you recognize it when it gets
back to you.
26. Join Tht InktvcU Staff. (OOPS!)
27. Bill your doctor for the time spent in his waiting room.
28. Quit The Inkwell Staff.
29. Get a box of Trojans®, wait in line at the check-out
counter and ask the cashier where the fitting rooms are.
30. Liberate 50 "FACULTY" parking spaces.... with a can of
white spray paint.
31. Drop Pre-Cal.
32.
Record anobscene phone call to your best friend's mother.
33.
ell your teacheryou thought your class was at Gulfstream.
34. Iry to find Dr. Cooksey.
35.
Take the nearest person by the hand, and say, "Hi, my
name is Dave, and I'm your tv pal."

-The Inkwell Staff
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Student Profiles: The Writing Center Tutors:
By now y ou've received your thought at first I wou ld be really
first writing assignment—profes conspicuous," he said. "But now
sors don't waste much time when I feel right at home."
it comes to these things. If you're
pulling your hair out over gram
If you're pulling
mar or the MLA form, don't
hesitate to tap one of the best your hair out over
resources at ASC—the Writing
Center tutors. The tutors are grammar or the MLA
students who have been recom form, don't hesitate to
mended by professors from the
English department. There are tap one of the best re
currently six tutors in the Writ sources at ASC-* the
ing Center, three of whom have
taken time from their busysched Writing Center tutors.
ules to tell The Inkwell a little
about themselves.
David is an outdoorsman who
works in the off-season as a care
"I'm excited about taker at Wassaw Island. He joked
teaching.. • I love help that he tutors "for the money,"
but later confessed that he enjoys
ing people. Working working
with people. "I think
here gives me the we're all teachers," he said. "We
chance to do that." all have something to learn from
each other." He tutors from 8-10
Jeanette Wright is a senior Monday thru Thursday.
Christina Van Dyke (not pic
English major. She plans to re
main in Savannah to teach after tured) started as a tutor this sum
receiving her degree, (she is cur mer "to encourage writing in as
rently looking for a job) and she many ways as possible." She is
says tutoring gives her experi the editor of Calliope and is cur
ence in working with people. "I'm rently in the process of bringing a
excited about teaching," shesaid. local chapter of Sigma Tau Delta,
"I love helping people. Working the International English Honor
here gives me the chance to do Society, to Armstrong.
Christina devotes her free
that."
In addition to working in the time to reading and writing. "I
Writing Center, Jeanette spends throw myself into literature," she
several hours a week in the His insisted. "Every English class I
tory department, where she is as take is my favorite at the time."
sistant clerk. In her spare ti.rpe Christina's hours are 2-4 and 5-8
she enjoys playing with her two- Mondays and Wednesdays, Tues
year-old daughter and watching days 3-5.
The tutors are on hand at the
old movies.
Jeanette can be
found in theWritingCenter Tues Writing Center at all times and
are available without an appoint
days and Thursdays, 9-11.
David Starnes, a new face in ment, so feel free to stop by, sign
the Writing Center, came to Sa in, and get going!
vannah from Colorado fifteen
'Qrace Robbins
years ago andrecently decided to
pursue a career in teaching. "I
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Freshmen Primer Supplement #115:
"Fve Partied and I Can't Get Up!"

I guess you're glad there's no
tardy bell on campus- you're
late for class, and surprisingly,
there isn't a single parking space
in the 31419 zipcode. Be care
ful, some professors believe in
attending a full class and being
there for roll call; they might
even decide to mark you ab
sent if they estimate your blood
alcohol content is three points
higher than your attention span
and aptitude awareness level.

"...you're late for
school, and surprise
ingly, there isn't asingle
parking space in the
31419 zip code."
I realize that some of you
might be justified in falling
asleep at your desk during the
three partsymposium on "Larry,
Moe, and Curly: The Down
fall of the Human I.Q." be
cause Pre-Cal left you with only
four hours of slumber the night
before, but for you others out
there who insist on sampling
mass quantities of your favorite
libation in the wee hours of the
morning, you might need a
slight re-adjustment in the
mental acknowledgment of
preparing for two hour classes.
The concept -is.easy: Two
and one half hours on Tuesdays
and Thursdays as opposed to
one hourevery day of the week.
Carrying through with the pian
is an entirely different matter.
It means keeping your eyes
pried open with utensils such

\

as toothpicks, or pinching your
butt and slapping your face
every twenty minutes to make
sure you are listening to Quan
tum Physics and not allowing
visions of your daytime dream
woman, Kathy Ireland. (For
those of you who have taken
the onslaught of multi-hour
classes, you know what I'm talk
ing about!)
My last regard under the
subject of class attendance is
the actual attending of the
classes. Each student has hisor
her own formula for dodging
the appropriate classes. Yet I'll
assure you, the teachers have
heard them all. Take note not
to use the excuses on the fol
lowing list:

1 • "My car
broke down
2. "My last
class got out five
minutes latey and
I didn't want to
interrupt your
tantalizing intro
duction to the days
dissertation on
Freud/'
3* "I'm having
a domestic crisisI"
4• "My Renal

Lapiscoptomy took
alittle longer than
the doctors antici'
pated. f t
5. a thought
today was Sunday»

The basic premise is that if
you think an excuse should
warrant sympathy, or is in
tended to sweeten up your pro
fessor, it absolutely will not be
accepted. A better approach is
to tell your professor that you
got bombed out your gourd last
night, and your girlfriend
kicked you out of her car going
45 miles per hour down Islands'
Expressway and frankly, you
would rather spend an hour in
the comfort of your own bed
than in those uncomfortable
lounge chairs in Victor Hall.
You would think that since
you're actually paying for
school— as opposed to the av
erage 60 year old tax payer who
pays for your high school out of
his social security check— y ou
would be able to miss as many
classes as you'd like. Then
they could look forward to see
ing you again -after you fail- in
the same class winter quarter.
However, we must have rules,
and you must be there to hear
the professor read out of the
same book they force you to
read at home. Due to the fact
that I work 40 hours a week,
when not enjoying the peace

ful time in Political Science,
I've probably missed the exact
number of days that I can miss
in each class in order to get ht e
doctor's recommended three
hours ofsleep every twenty four
hour period. This is not advis
able. For one class, I came a
signature 6way from being
dropped from the class, even
though I had a B+ for the quar
ter.
So, the bottom line is, don't
try to come up with an original
line. If you have an extremely
cumbersome schedule, talk
with your teacher, and if the y
don't bite your head off, they
might give you some assistance.
Just give it that old college try,
bring a pillow to soften the
chair, and maybe you can get
those ten bonus points for per
fect attendance, even if you
never have to listen to that
monotone voice of the profes
sor. And remember, as Dan
Quayle might say, "I'm not as
smart as I l ook. I just pretend
very well. Please pass the
potatoe."
A. Humphries
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Freshmen
Primer
Supplement
#606:
"Reservations
For One."
I already warned you that
reading The Inkwell would
clue you in to the things that
piss me off. I will, however,
try to make them relevant top
ics like parking and book
prices, not the girl refused to
have foreplay, treated me like
a piece of meat, had no com
passion, and dumped me as
soon as she'd gotten what she
wanted ( ask me about it and
you might see a grown man
cry). Our relevant topic for
the day is the cafeteria.
1 must say, before I start,
that meals are looking far bet
ter than they did last fall- we'll
have real processed chicken
from Chick-Fil-A® soon, and
you can get pizzas made to
order (hold the anchovies)
provided you can wait for ten
minutes. Yet, the succulent
loin of range-fed spamoloupe
leaves a bit to be desired. I
often thought that the entre
preneurs on campus ought to
set up a hoof and tooth stand
(that's hot dog forthe laymen
out there) outside of Gamble
Hall. A little indigestion
never hurt anybody, just their
neighbors.
The people behind the
counters do smile a lot, and
their wit has no end- "We're

your
and.
your life
a D-?

Improve your average. If th e never-ending cycle to be
your best has you almost at rock bottom , call us at
The Clark Center Our doctors, counselors and support
groups can help put your hie in the proper balance

cm
nenfer
In Savannah call 350-HOPE • In Statesboro call 489-3605
Memorial Medical Center.

out of hamburgers today, the
ACPF (American Commis
sion for the Protection of Fe
lines) almost had us on that
cat mutilation charge." It's
nice to be able to congregate

together while we eat, play
pool in the "recreation area",
and the new video games are
really neat- for you laymen
out there. So button your lip,
.
.
.
1
1
hold your nose while you mas-

ticate, and smile when President Burnett walks by; there
are starving children in
Bosnia, you know.
. „
. .
-

A

.

Humphries
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The
Inkwell
Top
Ten
From the home office in the brand new
Admistration Annex.

TOP TEN THINGS TO DO BETWEEN CLASSES
10.
9.
8.

7.

6.
5.
4.
3.
2.

1.

Take a bubble bath in the
fountain on the Quad.
Count cigarette butts on campus.
Hunt for the beavers responsible
for the abundance of woodchips.
Scrawl your initials on the bath
room walls.
Play with one of the thousands of
stray cats on campus.
Write a guest article for your
favorite paper.CTt* Indwell.
Count ashtrays (see #9).
Kiss up to your professor.
Try to guess the mystery meat
found in the cafeteria special.
Go ahead and get in line for
Spring Quarter Registration!

How Does Yassir Like His Whoppers?
We Want To Know...
In a meeting sure to provide sleepinducing lectures in History classes for
generations to come, Middle East politicos Yitzhat Rabin and Yassir Arafat
agreed to terms regarding land on which
the prophet of God Australopithecus
Evangelistus, now believed to beShirley
McLaine, once held a tent revival.
While President Clinton, Congress
persons, the piranha, er, press corps,
assorted bureaucrats, Bigfoot, and other
key diplomatic figureslooked on, Rabin
signed an accord which would annex to
Palestine the important occupied bath
rooms. The occupied bathrooms are a
set of outhouses in the desert. Around
forty years ago, Israel discovered the
* doors to these buildings to be locked.
Highly offended bythis inconvenience,
Israel blamed Palestine and declared a
vendetta. Fighting has raged since, and
nobody has bothered to actually check
the damn outhouses.

a'At one point during
the ceremony, Rabin and
Arafat refused to go on,
and it wasn't until the
President threatened to
drag them into the Qreen
Room for a viewing of the
Clinton family vacation
slides that the two went
back to smiling.J
But somebody decided it was time
for peace, so Rabin and Arafat were
brought to Washington and told to
shake hands, smile a lot, and not say
anything about Hillary's hair. Being
mortal enemies for a generation, it was
not easy to bring the two leaders to
gether. At one point in the ceremony,
Rabin and Arafat refused to go on, and
it wasn't until the President threatened
to drag them into the Green Room for
a viewing of the Clinton family vacation slides that the two went back to

S&
• vruppk
T
°re,autTrJf
little too wound
over
his
a

By Robert Ashman

Somebody should blow up a spotted
owl in front of the guyto bringhim bad
in.
After the peace treaty thing, the
group got down to real business: where
to eat. The President, of course, favored MacDonald's; Rabin, a "Bob"
aficionado of considerable mania, had
to have a Krystal; Arafat was in th e
mood for a Whopper and/or a 7-Eleven
Big Gulp. The Curtain Headed One
won after threatening to order the hijacking of the next rubber chickenflight
out of Hong Kong.
Actually, the Israeli-PLO peace
talks were an important event. So
important, in fact, that we at The Ink
well went to great pains to procure an
unreleased Associated Press tape con
taining behind closed doors conversa
tion between Clinton, Rabin, and
Arafat. The Inkwell unequivocally f
believes it is your right as a student to
see all the news. Any sacrifice on our
f
part is justified byyour getting thetruth.
Here is a sample from that tape:
Clinton: Gentlemen, shall we
retire to the Map Room to put the
finishing touches on our treaty?
Rabin: Yes, Mr. President. Iamso
nappy, Chairperson Arafat, that you
and I are f inally able to work(squish)... What is THAT?
(pause)
Clinton (yells): Chelsea, did you
hide Socks's litter box again?
Arafat: Minister Rabin, are you
going to eat that fry?
Although the talks are just a f ew
days old, they are already having tre
mendous social and political impact
around the world. Here are a efw of the
events and changes that have occurred
because of the meeting:
—President C linton, in an effort
5rSn?ote Sood will between theU.S.
and Palestine, sent 6,000 pairs of his
brand of running shorts to the MidEast.
_

-'In the wake of the treaty, the
C executive committee votedunani-

1.000 will replace us" to "Me so

appearance on "The Late Show With
David Letterman," was seen in the

hornV*"

anilmo.,-,,.1.
"penc"s''
and toast at the news cameras. Apparently, government reinvention is more
nerve taxing than originally figured.

A J \F^»uiiauuy Kush Limbaugr
S£mi?lstm°.r to U.S.-Arab Affairs.
His first task: to inspect the old
outhouses.

r„

,

,
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Have You Caught "Braves Fever?"
Ask almost any one in these parts
what they did last night, and if the
Braves were playing, "Watchin1 THE
game" will be their answer. Millions of
Georgians tune into watch and cheer
for the home team, but are they enter
tainment? Where else can you see an
upstanding man in a business suit sport
ing a full Indian headdress? Or a grand
mother waving a broom shaped like a
tomahawk? Or a baby wearing an offi
cial braves uniform (regardless of gen
der)? Or the mild mannered accoun
tant being toted off the field after a bad
call by the umpire? You guessed it!
Only during a Braves game. Nowhere
in America can people shed their daily
lives and become a part ofa team better
than during an Atlanta Braves baseball
game.

Unfortunately, asingle person can't
root for, let's say,the Cleveland Indians
without the fear of that granny, politi
cally correct or not, tomakawking said
individual in the head. Or wear a$2.00
K-Mart clearance T-shirt with the front
emblazoned with the Toronto BlueJ ays
without being denied service in a local
establishment. Extreme loyalty is one
of the definite signs that accompany
"Braves Fever."
Another phenomenon is the big
bucks that the average artsy crafty per
son can make by adding a Braves em
blem to any item and doubling the
price ofthe aforementioned article. An
average mailbox sells at Wal-Mart for
$9.99. However, if you paint a toma
hawk or add one of those tomahawk
flags to the side of that same mailbox,

you can charge $25.00 for it and sell it
at your local flea market. You can buy
clothing apparel from hats, earrings,
shirts, underwear, socks, or shoesfrilled
up with all the dif
ferent Atlanta Braves'
logo. So, if you catch the "fever," maybe
you should cash in on the symptoms of
others. A big checking account bal
ance always entertains me.
No matter what you do for fun, the
Braves' topic will crop up sooner or
later. If you are taking a walk in the
park, the man walking his dogwill want
to strike up a conversation about the
newest player Atlanta has picked up.
Or if you are on the dance floor at a
club, you could be run over by the
people trying to get front bar seats to
watch the game. So during this time of
year, there is no safe, un-baseball place

to spend your time.
I guess t he old adage, "if you c an't
beat 'em, join 'em," fits nicely into the
baseball season. With all the diseases
out there in the world, "Braves Fever"
seems the best of the bunch. And even
if you don't understand the rules of the
game, you can be highly entertained by
just watching the crowd. In this coun
try, weall have to believe in something,
and I guess a baseball team is as good as
any. So tune into the World Series and
watch the Braves win (Yes, I am an
optimistic Braves fan) or at least be
entertained by ordinary people that
become absolutely insane.

- A nnette Logue

The Dinosaur Film Explosion of Summer '93
pends on the believability of the you to believe, but Sly Stallone color, etc.), with some of the great
dinosaurs. I was quite literally blown managed todeliver- unlikeArnold. est stunts and scenery of the sum
away. Every dinosaur film from now Sleepless in Seattle(3) was for all of mer.
Other films of the summer in
on will have to live up to lurassic the romantics out there, who loved
cluded
the sequels Hot Shots Part
old
Cary
Grant
films.
Park.
The return of .Snow Wh ite fi Deux(3)- which was mildly funnyThe audience I sat with (sold
nally
found its audience after being and Weekend At Bemie's Two(4)out, would you imagine?) laughed,
cried, jumped, screamed, and scur stomped on by a herd of dinosaurs which was not too funny.
The two worst filmsof the sum
during its first week. In The Line of
ried back for more.
For th ose of you who have not Fire (2) is a predictable Clint mer were Super Mario Brothers (4)seen the film (what planet have you Eastwood flick, but has some tense the kids weren't even buying this
been on?), the film si about a cloned moments, and is a great film for one- and Robin Hood- Men In
Tights (5)- I'm just sorry I paid
dinosaur park with rides resembling Eastwood films.
The two late comers that could money to see this one.
a Walt Disney setting. But eventu
Of course, let's not forget The
ally, the park breaks down and the end up in the top five hits of the
I
.ast
Action Hero Dud (4) • The pre
summer
are
Rising
Sun
(2),
another
rides begin to eat the tourists.
lurassic Park was not, however, adoption of a Michael Crieghton view audience in L.A. christened it
the only hit of the summer. The book, and The Fugitive!1), based the worstvoyage of the summer, and
Firm opened strongly, and was the on the 60's series, and produced by the sneak preview audience in Sa
vannah could see why. The action
only other film of the summer to the creator, Roy Huggins.
Rising Sun keepsyou in the dark was lame, and the jokes were old.
break the $100 million mark.
Finally, my sleeper of the sum
as
of
who the murderer is,and points
The Firm (1) proves that Tom
to have sold out shows and lines
strong fingers at a number of sus mer was Free Willy (2), a predict
down the block after opening week Cruise can act (without having to
pects, until the end of the film. An
d able yet well casted movie. The
end had concluded. It even stole take his shirt off, a nd without an
as far as Japanese bashing goes, only cinematography was excellent, and
the audiences of other films,such as accompanying top ten soundtrack).
one bigot in the film was doing it, the music was fine.
.Sleepless in Seattle. Snow White, Cruise plays an everyday married
If you did no t see these films at
and there were both Japanese and
and The Firm, and absolutely blew man in search of the American
the box office(lurassic Park is prob
white bad guys.
away the $80 million Arnold Dream- only to have the rug jerked
Harrison
Ford
is
the
Fugitive.
ably
still playing), rest assured that
Schwarzeneggar vehicle Jhe Last from under him. The film is filled
and the filmbroke an August record they willsoon beavailable on videoAction Hero. I ast Action Hero with many intense twists and turns,
of
$24 million on opening weekend. some faster than others.
took in only $15 million in its first and keeps youguessing until the last
The film keeps you moving, even
My scale: 1-5 (1=A, 5=F).
weekend, compared to JurassicPark frames of the film.
Other surprising hits were during the slow scenes that mimic
gobbling up $38 million in its sec
-Robert Morris
Cliffhanger (2). which wasn't as the seriesin tone (Kimble taking on
ond weekend alone.
a new identity, changing his hair
The success of Jurassic Park de action packed as the previews led

The ticket of '9 3 turned out to
be not The Last Action Hero, as
ferociously advertised by Columbia
Pictures, but Steven Spielburg's Ju;
rassic Park, based on Michael
Crieghton's novel, whichseemed to
be the only ticket of summer '93.
Spielburg managed to do for di
nosaur movies what George Lucas
did for science fiction, lurassic Park
(1) opened June 11, breaking every
ticket selling day in Hollywood his
tory. The most ticket sales were on
opening day, opening weekend, and
the first Monday, where lurassicPark
grossed an unheard of eight million
dollars. A film averages around one
million dollars.
Jurassic Park is the only film
(compared even to Terminator 2,
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Campus Police
ind found that the left side of
082093 Damage To Prop complaintant's books. No
erty. Cpl. Darlington of other items or property were the vehicle had been dam
aged. The damaged area was
ASCPD found a freshly taken.
approximately 30 inches long
punched hole in the north
ern wall of Room 132 in the 091593 Criminal Trespass. from the bottom of the front
Fine Arts Building.The hole White male, age 20, stated door to the back of the truck,
was approximately four to that his bicycle was securely about four inches high. The
locked around a post at the complaintant's truck was hit
five inches in diameter.
dorms. When he returned, by another vehicle.
090393 Entering an auto. A the bike had been tampered
091793 Theft by Taking. A
black male, age 40, parked with.
white male reported that his
his vehicle in aspace marked
"VISITOR".
The doors 091793 Criminal Damage bicycle hadbeen stolen from
were locked, but the win to Property in the Second a locked bike rack in between
dows were cracked. Persons Degree. A white male, age Solms Hall and Hawes Hall.
entered and removed 55, returned to his vehicle For related saftey stories, please see page26.

yoU'VE

JUST

SET

THE

RECORD

Editor's note: We here at The
Inkwell, in conjunction with th e
Armstrong State College Police De
partment, would like students a nd
faculty alike to he aware of the crimes
that do occur on campus. We feel
that if you are aware of the ty pes of
crimes that do occur, you wil l be
better equipped to defend yourself.
Although it would be nice to con
tinue the belief that all students and
other people on this campus are hon
est and above-board, this is the real
world, and this c ampus is in creas
ingly being subjected to real w orld
problems. Please view this column
as a positive step in improving the
safety of Armstrong State College.
By Joanna Qilmer

THE WACHOVIA COLLEGE ACCOUNT.
We know you've got a thousand and one things on
your mind. So we'll make this quick. You're going to need

FOR SAYING YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY

a bank account. Why not get one that makes life easier?
For $2.50 a month, (free during the summer) you can

NUMBER THE

MOST TIMES IN

A

write up to 10 checks a month and get money out of the
ATM as many times as you want.
It's as simple as it sounds. Of course you can get

SINGLE DAV;v THE LINES "WERE O H ,

other things like overdraft protection,* Phone Access?*
a savings account and even your own credit card.*
We cou ld go on. But we realize reading about

ABOUT 4 MILES LONG AND YOU

banking's about as e xciting as doing the laundry. To
open your account or to find out more, drop by when
you get a m inute. That way you'll only have a th ousand

STILL DIDN'T GET ALL THE CESSES
'^S§
YOU WANTED. AND
»

NOW YOU'RE
^
' -c.

SUPPOSED TO OPEN A BANK

things left to think about.
The Wach ovia College Account. No h assles. No joke.
Visit us at:
10422 Abercorn Ext., 2 miles north on Abercorn

?
JPCHOVTA
Member FDIC
"Subject to credit
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ASC: Armstrong Students Care
Our
College,Our Diploma
and feeling of belonging that we,
As a non-traditional ASC stu have found that we all want our east Georgia University at Geor
as parents, citizens, and leaders of
dent, 1 am tired of hearing that graduate programs back, and we gia Southern (Statesboro). This
the community, received from our
because the average student age at would like to be considered equal all encompassing name would give
own.
ASC is 27, we have no pride in our to GSU. Until our questions are each college equal status and allow
school. Yes, we have families, jobs, answered, what avenues do wehave each school to retain its own iden
"[L]et QSU keep
and lives outside of ASC, but who to ensure the return of what right tity while sharing a feeling of ca
w can we maraderie. The Board of Regents
doesn't? Everyone on campus has fully belongs to us, and ho
their football team...
something other than school to be certain that no other programs could then allot abudget, and each
college could prepare proposals to [give us our] graduate
occupy their time outside of the are removed from our school?
vie for its equitable share depen
yf
classroom. As a Savannahian, 1
programs,
dent
upon
need
of
the
granted
state
also refute the idea that Savannah
"Armstrong main funding. We have no animosity
does not care about Armstrong.
I honestly do not feel the stu
Perhaps the older students and citi tains all of the ingre toward Georgia Southern. Actu
dents on this campus or the citi
zens of Savannah seem apathetic dients to become a vi ally, we admire GSU's cohesiveness that put the school where it is zens of Savannah are uncaring,
because they are unaware. Often,
only uninformed. There are many
important issues become clouded able university- an ex today. We also do not want to
of us here at Armstrong who would
by thos e who try to skirt the real tremely competent belittle their school spirit, but we
cannot allow anyone the right to like to have " university" on our
impact that will ensue. We all gain
sap our energy and efforts to diplomas, but if we wanted it to
bits and pieces of theissues, but we group of administra
strengthen those of other schools. read "Georgia Southern Univer
never receive the whole picture tors and faculty, along
Can you? Georgia Southern sity," we would drive to Statesboro
until a formal decision is made,
needed Armstrong State, Savan for classes. Yet, we stay in Savan
leaving us one option— to blindly w i t h caring, con
nah State and Savannah's com nah, spend our money in Savan
accept.
cerned students
munity to be a complete univer nah, and take pride in our commu
One decision that I began to
sity, yet Armstrong State and Sa nity and school. Our children are
personally question is why ASC's
Georgia Southern's, Armstrong vannah State can stand on their raised in this community to be
graduate programs had to become
State's, and Savannah State's own merits. Where can we go to lieve that Savannah cares about
part of Georgia Southern Univer graduate programs were mergedthem. Is there anything that we,as
get answers to our questions?
sity. 1 would also like to know if
without the consent of students,
I understand that the Board of students, can do to help ASC grow
ASC will be placed under GSU's faculty, or administrators of ASC
Regents set out a year ago to ex into the proud, equal component
thumb, waiting for administrative and SSC— giving Georgia South
plain why these changes were tak of a Southeastern University tri
decisions from GSU or in line be ern control of these programs. Can
ing place. However, does ASC plex or the university in her own
hind them for state and federal we become a university in our own
have a representative to carry our right that she has the potential to
funding as the situation currently right? Will the state of Georgia
questions and pleas to the ears of become? Stand upand becounted.
appears. Armstrong maintains all give us the money we need to ac the other members of the board? There are over 5,000 students at
of th e ingredients needed to be complish this goal? If the only way Do we have someone up there to Armstrong. Collectively, we can
come a viable university- an ex ASC can become a university is fight for us? Does it all boil down make a difference. Armstrong des
tremely competent group of ad through the regionalization pro to the matter of which college gets perately needs our help before she
ministrators and faculty, along with cess, becoming part of a South football? I, for one, would gladly becomes a college of the past. It
caring, c oncerned students. (As eastern Georgia triplex, why can t let GSU keep their football team, will be a sad day if we let the
an ASC student, I know that a the three schools be placed under if the Board of Regents will return marquee on Abercorn be changed
diploma from Armstrong is a hard- one system named without any the administrative control of the to Georgia Southern University at
earned achievement.) Will the former bias to one of the three graduate programs that our faculty Savannah.
-Annette Logue
regional university system be struc institutions— perhaps to Southeast took the time and put forth effort
tured to guarantee Armstrong the Georgia University (SEGU) with to create. We could offer the true Editor's Note: If you are interested in
equality and individuality that we each college retaining its own wealth of Savannah- our youth— graduating as an undergraduate or gradu
have strived for over the last 58 name, i.e. Southeast Georgia Uni the opportunity to attend a qual ate from Armstrong St ate College with a
university diploma as a part of Sou theast
years? Or will ASC be swallowed versity at Armstrong State Col ity, affordable, and comprehensive Qeorgia University at Armstrong, or as
up by Georgia Southern? In con lege (Savannah), Southeast Geor university, and perhaps, this in Armstrong State University, please let us
versations with other ASC stu gia College at Savannah State centive will keep our children in know. Send responses to Annette Logue
dents and some faculty members, I Polleee (Savannah), and South Savannah to continue the pride do The Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street,
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NAFTA: An Overview
This fail, Congress will decide the
fate of trrtde in the United States with
the approval or rejection of the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). Advocates and opponents
of the proposed agreement are lobbying
the still undecided members of Con
gress, trying to win support for their
viewpoints. Whether the average per
son realizes it or not, the proposed
N AFTA will affect the lives ofvirtually
all Americans if passed. Experts do not
agree that these changes would be posi
tive.
On June 11, 1990, President Bush
and President Carlos Salinas de Gortari
of Mexico issued a joint statement sup
porting the negotiation of a new bilat
eral freetrade agreement. Eight months
later, Canada joined the negotiations,
and in June 1991, formal negotiations
began.
On September 12,1992, represen
tative leaders from the three countries
announced the completion of negotia-

tions, resulting in the formal proposal
of the NAFTA. President Bush, President Salinas, and Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney of Canada witnessed the official initialing of the proposal by their
trade ministers on October 7, 1992 in
San Antonio, Texas, and signed the
document themselves on December
17th. If th e NAFTA is passed by the
governments of the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico, it would go into effecton Janu-

ers between the three agreemg coum
tries. A NAFTA would create the
single la-gest tra ing an econo
alliance in the world, and U.S. goods
would become more price competitive
in Mexico, for they would be put on a
level playing field with Mexican goods
The basic NAFTA covers a broad
spectrum of issues, including investment, tariffs, non-tariff barriers, trade
of services, intellectual property rights,
government procurement, and rules
ary 1,1994.
addressing unfair trade practices. For a
product or service to be eligible for
"Whether the average NAFTA, it must meet certain rules of
person realizes it or not, origin. These rules of origin will pre
the proposed NAFTA will vent "free riders" - countries not in
volved in the agreement- from benefit
affect the lives of virtually ing from a NAFTA.
All products meeting the NAFTA
all Americans if passed,"
rules oforigin, with few exceptions, will
have their tariffs eliminated over a fif
The NAFTA allows for the elimi teen year phaseout period, eliminating
nation of tariffs and investment barri- border restrictions such as quotas, import licenses, customer user fees, and

performance based duty waivers.
Before being approved, the
NAFTA must face a barrage of
including questions about the environ,
ment, job loss, job displacement, and
national sovereignty. The debate si fat

from oyer--proponents and opponen,
are stiU,gomg; faceto f
support the NA
be se ex perts
agree that it would stimulate some
growth in the economy, it wouldcreate
more jobs than it would destroy, and it
would create the single largest trading
market in the world. Opponents argue
that the NAFTA would put Americans
out of work, that the environment
would suffer, and that the only gains
would be in big business. The experts
agree, however, that the NAFTA would
cause a great number of changes in our
current economy. For expanded de
bate on the subject, see DEBATE:
NAFTA, on page 15.

'Shelley Carroll

Quoteline: What do you think about the
North American Free Trade Agreement?
"I think that we need
NAFTA in orderto compete in
the world market. Too many
tariffs on goods are in place
around the world, and this will
help our companies compete."

"'We should give it a try
and see what happens."
-Brandi Finch,
Elementary Education

'Michael Bennet, History

"It doesn't matter because
all the jobs are in Mexico
anyway."

What's NAFTA?"
-Wes Hall,
Computer Science

'Deron Spink,
Physical Education

"It might help. We need all
the help we can get in creatMonica Snuient,
Respiratory Therapy

"1 don't agree with it. Mexico
is already taking jobs from
this country. B^ically, they'll
stick it to us if they get the
chance, so let's stick it to
them.
-"Bob," Art
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FOR
As the strength of our military steadily
grows, flexing its muscle at a new, multi-polar
world, our economic muscle is turning to flab.
The economic power of the US is waning, and
we must look to new sources to restore our once
powerful economy. The United States is last of
the great superpowers, but if the economy spirals
down under die hand of the Clinton Adminis
tration, she is an endangered species.
We have few and relatively low tariffs
blocking goods coming into this country, yet we
are faced with a barrage of tariffs blocking our
goods from entering other nations. The pro
posed North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) will eliminate tariffs on all goods
traded between the United States, Canada, and
Mexico, establishing the single largest and most
powerful economic alliance in the world, and
creating the world's largest market for consum
ers. The question, of course, that needs to be
addressed is, would a North American Free
Trade Agreement liberate or enslave this al
ready troubled economy.' A NAFTA would
both create and destroy jobs, and before we
support or oppose this agreement, we must iden
tify the lesser of the two evils. Is it better to
weaken some sectors of the economy if the
whole will benefit.7 This is t he question Con
gress must answer when considering the passage
of the NAFTA
The ideals of the NAFTA seem appealing
to everyone— the idea of free trade is, in itself,
appealing. The NAFTA, however, is facing
mountains of controversy in the area of job loss,
jobdisplacement, energy, and the environment.
The economies of the United States,
Canada, and Mexico are linked very closely.
Because of our complementary resources, the
site of our markets, and the productivity of our
workers, North American companies have
tended to trade with one another, as well as
invest in one another. Therefore, with trade
between favorable nations facilitated, the
NAFTA will enable North America to compete
in a global economy through regional stability,
a huge market, and a large growth potential. It
locks in the benefits we have now, and allows
the potential for increased productivity, increase
exports, and increased imports. It is important
to note that Canada is the largest trading part
ner of the US, accounting for 76 percent of our
exports and 62 percent of our imports, and
accounting for approximately $189 billion in
total trade turnover each year. Mexico is the
third most important trading partner of the US,
accounting for $76 billion annually.
With regards to energy, the US, Canada,
and Mexico have agreed to observe multilateral
rules on licensing and fees, and agreed to more
open negotiations. The NAFTA would, there
fore, open Mexico's previously closed govern
ment procurementmarkettoUSsuppliers. Mexi
can government monopolies, like PEMEX (the
national telephone company) and CFE ( the
electric company), would be made available for
US investment.
From 1986 thru 1990, there was a 150
percent trade boom increase. The reason be
hind this boom was Mexico's 1986 decision to
join the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (GATT), a multilateral agreement pro
viding the legal framework for expanding and
liberalizing world trade. Prior to the signing of
die GATT, Mexico had import licenses on all
products, nationalized banks, and government
run monopolies in the oil, telecommunications,
and banking industries. Mexican President Sali
nas, facing economic failure, has taken drastic
steps toward economic reform by overturning
his entire system. A NAFTA would further the
reforms Salinas started, sending increased ben
efits to the United States.
I am arguing that the new trade agreement
would be able to improve efficiency and produc
tivity in North America through an increase in
exports. Exports mean jobs. American goods
have the opportunity to become more competi
tive with the rest of the world, for aNAFTA can
give the US an estimated million consumers,
with a combined spending power of five trillion
dollars. A NAFTA will create a virtual conti
nental trade center, with the intent of facilitat
ing trade, and, in the process, creating jobs.
Georgia's export market to Mexico is al
ready growing rapidly. Georgia workers export
$58 million a year to Mexico in scientific mea
suring equipment alone, with paper and com
puter industrial equipment exports each at $55
million, chemical product exports at $53 mil
lion, and transportation products at $40 mil
lion. Georgia agricultural exports to Mexico
have increased by 4121 percent since 1987—
when the GATT was passed— and exports in
paper have grown by a staggering 36,618 per
cent. A NAFTA would only increase this
growth rate, providing more jobs to Georgians.
The biggest obstacle issue confronting the
passage of a NAFTA is the job question. Will a
NAFTA result in the loss of US jobs? The bi
partisan International Trade Commission has
indicated that there will be both job growth and
job dislocation through a NAFTA. But there
would be few jobs lost. Workers in the displaced
areas would simply have to retrain for the new
sectors of the economy.
Ross Perot, along with leading House demo
crats ,would like for you tobelieve that a N AFT A
would stimulate a whirlpool economy- sucking
all good manufacturing jobs down into Mexico.
According to Louis Richman, a writer for For
tune magazine, this "ominous noise" that is
threatening a N AFT Ais not "the sound of good
jobs being sucked south of the Rio Grande. It's
die sound of foot-dragging by the Clinton Ad
ministration and Congress in getting the treaty
ratified."
Bill Clinton, at the merciless prodding of
tree-hugger A1 Gore, is characteristically flus
tered over his approval or disapproval of the
N AFT A. He stated that he would not back the
NAFTA until Congress passed legislation to
prevent American industry from moving to
Mexico in an attempt to avoid environmental
responsibility. Clinton neglects to mention,
however, that our very own Environmental Pro
tection Agency played a large role in the
environmental negotiations for the NAFTA.
The N AFT Awould not require the US to lower
environmental standards in anyway and in fact,
would trigger the enforcement of stringent laws

AGAINST
The principle of "free trade," while
dubious, is appealing to me. I like the ideal of
competition as the only barrier to trade. I like the
ideal of less government involvement in private
industry. I like reduced prices. I like money. I
like the idea of one enormous trading entity and
in that respect I like NAFTA, but, in principle
only!
In all other respects I dislike the present
arrangement for the establishment of "free trade"
in Canada, Mexico, and The United States. I
disliked it from the beginning, when it was
reported that an agreement had been achieved
after 14 months of secret talks. I have a problem
with my government, when it does something
behind my back and then tells me about it. I also
have a problem with my government when it
considers an international agreement that would
make our country trading partners with another,
the likes of Mexico.
Our neighbor to the south is less than
reputable when it comes to civil rights and
environmental concerns. It is this very neighbor
who is lobbying so forcefully (to the tune of $25
million) to get NAFTA approved by the U.S.
Congress. I question why Mexico is pushing so
hard for NAFTA's acceptance. Could it be
because that nation knows that it stands to have
millions of jobs and, therefore, billions of dollars
poured into its economy? Or could it be that
because that nation also knows that the U.S. is
willing to pay for the greater part of the very
necessary cleanup of environmental doom on
the Mexican side our mutual border.
The environmental wasteland that is
urban Mexico is in its present state because the
Mexican agency, SEDESOL (the equivalent of
our EPA) is so underfunded that it cannot en
force its rulings. It is absurd to suggest that such
an agency will be able to wrench control of the
environment out of the hands of the moguls
(both foreign and domestic) of industry in
Mexico, within the given time frame of fifteen
years. Of course, if Mexico does not clean up its
act (literally) that nation will stand to lose some
its free trading privileges. But with billions of
foreign "dollars" in their banks, I'm sure what
ever punitive damages are handed down will be
taken as merely a slap on the wrist.
Of course, it is irdiculous forme to say
all this. Of course, the U.S. government would
not play such an inevitably disastrous game.
When the game is political and the rules are

decided by the special interests, of course they
would. The big businesses of America, rather,
international businesses with no ties to their
native country outside of their real estate hold
ings, stand to profit tremendously from the
abundance of cheap labor in Mexico. These are
the same businesses that are also spending huge
amounts of money to get NAFTA approved by
Congress. These are die same businesses who
did not even wait to go to Mexico until after
NAFTA passes. (Ford Motor Company, Sony,
Smith Corona, and Apple are examples of these
early movers, with Apple being one of the sev
enty computer outfits in Mexico. There were
only six of these outfits before the NAFTA
talks.)
In addition, American businesses have
been setting up shop in several "mini-NAFTA's"
for several years. But do you remember
SEDESOL? SEDESOL closed down six of
these American outfits. Of course, they bought
their way back into business shortly thereafter.
Aside from the shame that belongs to
Amen can business interests and the duped Congress, and the negative environmental
ramifications, and the vileness of the present
Mexican regime, there are two further reasons
for opposition to NAFTA. First, the agreement
will cost 70% of America's work force $1,000
per year (according to UCLA expert, Ed Learner).
Second, there is substantial evidence which
indicates that, already, drug trafficers from Co
lombia have begun to establish legitimate
businesses in Mexico to be used later as fronts
for the smuggling of cocaine into the United
States.
When deciding where you stand on
this issue, consider what groups are spending so
much money and lobbying so hard for passage.
I don't think the list will include any small
business people, farmers, or the regional indus
tries located in the northern half of our nation.
Recognize that big business and the Mexican
economy are the only entities that stand to gain
substantially from the pact. I hope that you are
like me, and support the idea of free trade, but
only when it is in the interests of a greatest
possible number of Americans.

already present in Canada and Mexico, giving
these laws teeth through enforcement. Clinton's
fears of a lower environmental standard (as well
as his apparent fear to take a stand on an issue)
seem to pale in the words of William K. Reilly,
Administrator of the EPA under the Bush Ad
ministration, "The conclusion of the NAFTA
negotiations represents an historic and land
mark effort towards trade liberalization and the
enhancement of environmental protection."
Take that A1 Gore.
The North American Free Trade Agree
ment has its ups and downs, and it means differ

ent things to different people. The continent
has everything to gain, and in the future, a multinational mega market could become the world's
only economic powerhouse. ANAFTAmaybe
our only way of protecting ourselves from the
downward economic spiral that seems inevi
table. The theory that everything on top must
fall keeps resurfacing with regards to our economy.
There is no solution to all of our economic woes,
but the North American Free Trade Agreement
is the answer to some of them.

- Michael W alker

-Shelley Carroll

ASC Volleyball
Opens Season
The Armstrong State College volleyball team opened their season on Tuesday, September 14th.
matches, winning one and losing two.

At press time the spikers had played four

ASC defeated Flagler: 1 5*12. 15-7, 15-6
Armstrong State opened the 1993 season in a t riangular match played at North Florida University in Jacksonville, Flon a. _
In the Pirates first match they defeated Flagler 15-12,15-7 and 15-6. Junior middle hitter Nicole Smrth led the P.rates offenstve attack wth
15 kills. Senior Sherrene Benedict added 11 kills and a team high six digs.

North Florida defeated ASC 15-4. 15-7, 15-8.
North Florida's Ospreys defeated ASC in three games in the second match of the night for the Pirates.
Nicole Smith was again ASC's kills leader with eight. Benedict added seven kills and a team high nine digs.

Palm Beach Atlantic defeated ASC
15-6.15*12.9-15.8-15,15-9
On Thursday, September 16th, Armstrong State dropped their 1993 home opener to the Sailfish of Palm Beach Atlantic.
After falling behind two games to none, ASC rallied to take the next two games, and led 6-3 in the final, before PBA turned in a rally of
their own to post a 15-9 win and take the match, three games to two.
For the third time in three matches Nicole Smith led the Pirates with 20 kills. Freshman Sara Stroud posted 13 kills, Sherrene Benedict had
12 and junior setter Marcia Morgan added 11, to go with 28 set assists and 13 digs.
The loss dropped ASC's record to 1-2. Palm Beach improved to 5-1 for the season.

Monday-llJednesday-Friday
at Noon
|

Beginning
Mondau, September 20th
FREE
TO
RSC Students,
Faculty & Staff
Instructor
Jennifer Uacala
For More Information Contact; Lynn Ro berts
927-5339
Sponsored by ASC Intramurals and Recreation
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Intramural
Volleyball League
Entries
ARE NOW DUE
Men's and Women's Leagues
Call
Lynn Roberts
927-5339
For Information

ASC Athletic Schedule
DATE
Thu., Sept. 30
Fri. &
Sat., Oct. 1 & 2
Sat., Oct. 2
Tues., Oct. 5
Wed., Oct. 6
Thu., Oct. 7
Sat., Oct. 9
Tues., Oct. 12

OPPONENT
VB at USC Aiken

TIME
7:00 pm

VB at Paine Invitational (in Augusta)
CC (M &. W) at Augusta Invitational
VB at Charleston Southern
CC (M <Sl W) at Georgia College Inv.
VB with Savannah State in Pirates Den
VB with Albany State in Pirates Den
VB at Macon with Mercer and Fl. A&M

TBA
10:00 am
7:00 pm
4:30 pm
6:00 pm
Noon
3:00 pm
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Athletic Profile
Volleyball
Sophomore
May 27, 1973
5'7"
Outside Hitter
MAJOR AT ASC: Art
HOMETOWN: Savannah, GA
^
HIGH SCHOOL: St, Vincent's Academy '91
JUNIOR COLLEGE: Brunswick (GA) CC

SPORT:
CLASS:
BIRTHDAY:
HEIGHT:
POSITION:

In her second year at Armstrong State, Melanie transferred
to ASC after spending one year at Brunswick College. At
Brunswick she played leftfield on a softball team that ad
vanced to the NJCAA national finals.
In high school, at St. Vincent's Academy, Melanie played
basketball and softball and ran track.
In her first year at ASC, Melanie was a starter on a team
that finished the season with a 27-12 record, the best in
school history.
Her contribution to that team was reflected in the 293 digs
and 150 kills that she registered in her first season.

Athletic Profile: Jennifer Grundy
SPORT:
Volleyball
CLASS:
Junior
BIRTHDAY: February 20, 1973
HEIGHT:
5'4"
POSITION:
Setter
MAJOR AT ASC: Undecided
HOMETOWN: Savannah, GA
HIGH SCHOOL: St. Vincent's Academy '91
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Heavy's
Hotseat
By Darrell Stephens

Sports Is Life...
Ever wonder why people get so caught
up in athletics? Well, sometimes so do I.
Usually, about the time I wonder
why I chose as a profession a field that is
so frustrating and so full of long hoilrS
and
constant chaos, Igeta reminder of why
I do enjoy athletics as much as 1 do.
My most recent lesson came from
Clyde Oliver, the pitching coach for the
ASC baseball team.
A few weeks ago, Clyde received
notification that he was being inducted
into the Lincoln Land Community Col
lege athletic Hall of Fame.
As he should be, Clyde was very
pleased. Anytime a person receives that
type of honor, they know they are being
recognized for their achievements. And
to receive such an honor, those accom
plishments had to be well above average.
But Clyde has more to be proud of
than just his own induction. He also
received word that his father was to be
posthumously honored at the same time.
So, not only would coach Oliver be ac
cepting induction on his own behalf, but
also on behalf of his father, who was his
pitching coach at Lincoln Land.
To top off the "honor, Lincoln Land is
located in Clyde's hometown of Spring
field, Illinois.
To be name d to any Hall of Fame is
a great honor, but to be able to receive
induction at the same time as your father
is something not everyone can lay claim
to. As a matter of fact, in my twenty plus
yearsofworking with athletics, I've never
heard of afather and son receiving induc
tion at the same time.
At this point, you're probably asking
why this particular event served as a
reminder to me of why I en joy the ath
letic world so much.
Well, Clyde and his wife Trudy asked
me to accompany them to the ceremo
nies and I fe el that is a special honor. I
can't explain how much it meant to me
that they wanted me to be involved.
When I came to Savannah and Arm
strong State College three years ago, Clyde
and Trudy became friends, and over the
past three years they have become fam
ily. I have been fortunate enough to share
with them the birth of their daughter,
Kasey; the purchase of their first home,
and many good times and fond memories.
As we have sat and shared some of

ourpast exploits, even though we weren't
in the same places at the same time,
Clyde and I have understood each other.
We've understood because of the com
mon bond we share through athletics.
It doesn't matter that the highs and
lows, the thrills and the agonies, came in
different places. We've shared the same
feelings about the same events.
Athletics works in mysterious ways.
The very manner in which I came to
Savannah, and therefore met Clyde and
Trudy Oliver, exemplifies how complex
the athletic structure is.
Follow closely. For eighteen years I
worked with an American Legion base
ball team in Rockport, Indiana. During
that time I worked with Bob Snyder.
Bob Snyder was at Indiana State
University while ASC's head baseball
coach, Joe Roberts, was doing work on
his masters degree at the Terre Haute
institution.
In 1987, I w ent to Wabash Valley
College in Mt. Carmel, Illinois, as assis
tant baseball coach with Bob Snyder.
While there, I met Joe Roberts. Through
my acquaintance with Joe, I wound up
coming to Savannah and my present po
sition at ASC.
To add further to the story, Arm
strong State's current athletic director,
Roger Counsil, was at Indiana State while
Snyder was there.
If you followed that without getting
too lost, you can see that athletics
oftentimes leads people to cross paths
who might otherwise have never met.
Often, during those meetings, people find
that they have numerous mutual ac
quaintances in their past.
The part Clyde and Trudy's invita
tion reminded me of, is how much I value
the friendships I have made through ath
letics.
«•
Without the path my life has fol
lowed through the athletic world, Iwould
never have met the people I have met in
Savannah or a dozen other cities.
There have been nights when I rolled
in at 3:00 am with one of the Pirate
athletics teams that I asked myself, "Why
are you doing this?"
Sportswriter Mark Whicker once
wrote, "Sports is life with the volume
turned up. The friendships in sports are
fused more tightly than in most other

ASC
Dance Team
Tryouts
WHEN: October 2, 1993
WHERE: ASC Gym
TIME: 9am- 3pm
TRYOUTS: 5:30-8:30pm
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
925-8188 OR 354-9246

1993-94 Cross Country Team

Front, L t o R: Beverly Johnson, Jodi Hatfi eld, Patrick Babula, Ch ris
Thielemann, Blaise Willis
Middle, L to R: Traci Bracket, June Pharis, Julie Wimer, Jeremy
Johnson, Matt Fritch
Back, L toR: Gabi Hauck, Lynn Williams, Aimee Miller, Dan Spencer,
Bobby Sprinkle
Not Pictured: Anna Johnson, Holly Henderson
places. The laughter is louder, the jokes
funnier, the pain sharper, the nights later,
the lows lower. Athletics teach us that
life, although
unpredictable, is something we can deal
with. A team nods when it wins and
shrugs when it loses and wakes up to
a new and different game each day."

Over the past twenty plus years, I've
been fortunate enough to have shared
those emotions, and many others like
them, with too many coaches, athletes
and fans to count.
Thanks to people like Clyde and
Trudy, when I ask myself why I'm doing
this...the answer is n ever far away.
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To Your Health

Sponsored by the ASC chapter of the Georgia Association of Nursing Students

Immunizations
If you are a parent, there are
School's back in session and if
you're a parent, you know thatmeans several vaccines that your children
immunization time. Immunizations should receive. Interestingly, in the
are the most cost-effective tool in United States less than 60% of chil
the prevention ofinfectious diseases. dren under the age of two receive
They have played an important role the necessary vaccinations, and this
in decreasing the incidences of cer is the time when children are most
tain serious and sometimes deadly vulnerable. This may be due to cost,
diseases. Often, though, peopledon't inadequate information, or miscon
realize that it is just as important for ceptions about the need for im mu
adults to receive immunizations as nization^ before school age. A needle
children.
stick, is a. small price to pay for the
The Center for Disease Control protection which an immunization
and Prevention (CDCP) sets rec provides.
ommendations for receiving immu
The government plans to have
nizations. For adults, they stipulate 90% of American children receive
that anyone born after 1957 get an their immunizations by the year
MMR (measles, mumps, and rubella) 2000. In order to reach this goal,
booster shot once in alifetime. Also, new legislation has been passed and
a DT (diphtheria/tetanus) shot is will become effective in October of
reccomended every 10 years. To help 1994 which will make all children
people remember to get this shot, 18 years and younger eligible to re
the CDCP suggests people obtain ceive free vaccinations if they are
the vaccination every time their Medicaid recipients, uninsured, or
birthday ends in a 5 (25 years, 35 if their insurance does not cover
years, etc.). Both of the above vacci vaccinations. These services will be
nations may be obtained at the available not only through the
Chatham County Health Depart hea 1th departm ent s bu t a lso through
ment. The cost of the MMR is based private physicians offices.
upon an individual's income, while
Vaccinations for infants and
the fee for DT is a flat $ 7.
children include the DPT (diphtheAdults with high-risk lifestvies ria/pertusses/tetanus) andOPV (oral
should receive a Hepatitis B s hot. poliovirus) at 2,4,6,18 months and
High-risk lifestyle behaviors include 4-6 years of age. Also, the Hib
people with multiple sex partners, (Haemophilus influenza type B)
drug users, and homosexuals. In ad which is the major life threatening
dition, health professionals are of pathogen for in fants and children.
ten exposed to this virus.Those who It is responsible for 60% of all cases
work in the medical field are at a of meningitis. The CDCP released
greater risk of contracting Hepatitis new recommendations three years
B than ofcontracting the HIV virus. ago for the Hib vaccine: 2,4,6, and
Although the Health Department 15 months. In addition, the MMR
does not offer this vaccination, it is should be given at 15 months and
available from all the hospitals and the DT at 15 years. These vaccines
through private physicians' offices. are available through the health
Adults 65 and older should re department and private physicians.
ceive an annual flu vaccination and
People should always be advised
a single pneumococcal vaccination. of possible side effects for each vac
Therefore, students should remind cine by their medical provider. It is
their elder parents and grandpar advisable tokeep current, accessible
ents because these illnesses are more records of each family member's im
life threatening as people age. The munizations.
flu vaccine was available at the
'Kelly Nelson
health department last year for a
Questions or comments about the To Your Health
cost of $10.
column may be directed to the Inkwell office.

Attention Students!
To Your Health, sponsored by the Georgia Association of
Nursing Students, is a new feature that will deal with the health
care issues facing college students today. Any reactions or
contributions to these issues, along with any health related
announcements, should be addressed to: To Your Health, c/o
The Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, GA, 31419.
The Armstrong chapter of the GEORGIA ASSOCIATION OF
NURSING STUDENTS will be holding it's next meeting October, 25
at noon (place to be announced). The guest speaker will be Dr. JohnOdom
of Memorial Medical Center's trauma center. Meetings are open to all
nursing and pre-nursing majors. Please plan to attend.

The School of Health Professions ii^
sponsoringa team for the Walktoherfest,
Sunday, October 2, in order to help raise
funds for the American Diabetes Associa
tion. Funds collected are invested in re
search, patient education and services.
Last year, the local QANS chapter sub
mitted a resolution accepted by the Na
tional Student Nurses Association in
/est nation
wide. In 1992, ASC Health Professions
team had 100 participants who raised over
$4,000. If you would like to participate or
contribute please contact Dr. Sara Conner
927-5254. Remember, all contribu
tions are tax deductible.
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American Politics: Focus On Health Care Reform
As the United States approaches
the 21st century with anticipation of a
new age, foreign affairs seem to have
become the major concern for America.
Before we look abroad, however, for
answers to our future as a nation, most
American citizens believe we need to
allocate a greater portion of our con
certed efforts into issues still prevalent
here at home.
The biggest battle" in this regard for
the government and its citizens is
quickly becoming the Health Care is
sue. Everyone has become frightful of
the health care reform bill that Clinton
would like to see enacted within the
next three years. The House of Repre
sentatives was quick to devise its own
alternative plan in the wake of"Biliary"
Clinton's address to the House on the
Clinton Health Reform Bill. Much of
this contention has to do with the be
lief that Clinton is dodging the issue of
whether or not we can effectively pay

for a large scale health reform as a
nation. With one out of four health
care dollars going toward paperwork
and administrative costs, and 37 mil
lion people in the US presently lacking

"...Clinton is dodging
the issue of whether or
not we can effectively pay
for a large scale health
care reform..."
any form of health insurance, the in
voice being sent to the American pub
lic will be astronomical. Senior citizens
groups complain that they will have to
foot a larger portion of the bill, due to
possible cuts in Medicaid and Medicare
programs. Middle-income Americans
are afraid that they will not have the

OUT™
DARKNESS

ability to choose their doctors under
socialized medicine, and that they will
receive inferior health care as a result.
A major concern that has not been
looked at seriously, however, and which
has become apparent to some who have
looked into the matter, is whether or
not we will have adequate medical per
sonnel in 1997 when the proposed plan
would be in full effect. In the wake of
the election of 1992 itself, enrollment
in medical schools went down 40 per
cent. Whether this is accurate or not,
students who look at dedicating four
years to Pre-Med, five years to medical
school, and four to seven years of in
terning and residency see a gi im future
awaiting their completion of a decade
and a half of educational preparation.
Incentives for young doctors- no inter
est loans, increases in scholarship ap
propriations, and other government
provisions might enable those students
to feel comfortable about their well-

being after their education. Presently,
graduates of medical school look at
$75,000 to $100,000 of debt, not to
mention 40 percent of their earnings
going towards malpractice insurance.
Above all, we, as a nation, are go
ing to need quality doctors who are in
the medical field because of their com
passion for human life, and not in it for
the money. These are the doctors who
have not given up on medicine just
because their salary looks like an En
glish teacher's paycheck. For earnest
medical personnel, we need to give all
of the support we can, so that after all is
said and done, the system will work and
there will be someone waiting down
the hall from the reception room.
-A. Humphries

The Inkwell
Needs Staff Writers.

LASER ROCK THEATER

8 PM Saturday
October 16
Armstrong State College
Fine Arts Auditorium

$5 Students, $8 Public
Info: 927-5300

Call Us at 927-5351.
No Experience
Neccessary.
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9JW
7:30PM
_
Sunday, Oct. 10 ^
Johnny MercerTheater

Advance Tickets:
ASC Students, $10 Public, $12
Day of Show: All Tickets $15
Regular Ticket Outlets

Writer's Block
What red blooded American male
doesn't have a radio in his car? Of
course your answer to that question is
probably "plenty." I'm not talking
about the boobs with 'priorities' who
have other, more urgent demands for
their money. No,1'm talking aboutthe
type of guy who would rather go with
out underwear and a place to stay in
order to fillthat gaping, impotent hole
in his dashboard. Why American men
have love affairs with both cars and
music has for many years been a mys
tery to me, but recent thoughts on the
subject permit some curious parallels
between these two things that canmake
men happiest and the thing that can
make them themost m iserable; women.
You see, I've come to the conclu
sion that men are essentially like cars;
some are rusty, poorly made road hogs
while others were classics before they
came off of the assembly line. Both
cars and men experience problems
which are relatively easy to diagnose,

but both demand regular preventative
maintenance to avoid any possibility of
an unhappy relationship between ma
chine and owner.
When a father teaches his daugh
ter to drive he is, in fact, teaching her
everything she needs to know in order
to handle and maintain a man. "Be sure
to fill it up before it gets on E," a
paternal driving instructor might sayas
he issues the essentials, "otherwise it
will run out on you." The constant
filling of her car is about all a woman
usually does to ensure that it performs
as expected. Men, too, are especially
partial to regular feedings, and women
who take care to regularly feed their
men are seldom disappointed with the
mileage gained from a full tank.
Once a woman masters Dad's old
Buick she will be able to handle almost
anything on the road. Of course, ob
stacles such as manual transmissions
may surface for the uninitiated, but a
weekend of lessons on back roads in

quiet neighborhoods are usually suffi
cient to give a woman the experience
to handle this type as well. The tran
sition to anew and unfamiliar car rarely
causes more than a moment's unease,
because all cars are driven almost ex
actly alike.
Women, on the other hand, are
rather like musical instruments. They
are difficult to learn to play, requiring
much disciplined practice and tuning
in order to get them to produce a pleas
ing sound. Changes in the weather
have undesirable effects on many in
struments, requiring the user to retune
his piece at every performance to avoid
any unwelcome- or perhaps unbear
able— quality of tone.
Unfortunately for men, however,
the expertise one gains at a particular
instrument, such as a violin, does not
guarantee success with, say, the much
simpler kazoo. The variety and ex
treme individuality among women guar
antees that any overtures toward a rela

tionship, with a particular example that
sex will, bynecessity, require anorches
tration tailored to her specific person
ality type (i.e. woodwind, percussion,
etc.). A woman, on her part, need not
engage in such premeditated mental
gymnastics when selecting amate since,
having earned her license and driving
skills in a clunky old Ford F-150 (fo r
instance), she isnow qualified to go out
in search of a sporty Celebrity to be
seen around town in with no need for
further instruction.
Women are probably more aware
of this phenomenon than men; that
men's personalities are pretty much in
terchangeable with one another while
every woman demands unique atten
tion. But it is the men who best know
that the tapping valves and grinding
gears of their Chevrolets always sound
better as a back up for Blondie than
they do without her.
-C.P. Nichols

1
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I hope everyone is comfort
ably settling into the new
school year. The Student Gov
ernment Association (SGA)
has a lot of great plans for the
upcoming year, but I would like
to focus on one issue at a time.
The night school issue has been
talked about for years, and I
think now is the time for us to
address it. I do not think that
we will solve every problem
overnight, but the night school
forum on October 9th will be a
nice beginning. Night students
often feel left out of our sched
uled activities, and they also
feel like they are looked over
when it comes to registration
and advisement. The SGA
will do its best to make sure
that these problems are cor
rected.
1 would also like to take this
time to recognizethe outstand
ing work of a few of your elected
student leaders. I would like to
compliment Sophomore Sena
tor Alicia Kellyfor her workon
the Minority AffairsLuncheon
because she put a great deal of
time and effort into its plan
ning. Arts and Sciences Sena
tor Katrina Reagan deserves
thanks for the wonderful job
she has done with the special
SGA elections scheduled for

Sfacm the SSof the
Terry otunneie: B(fA President

October 11 and'12. She is a
true leader in everysense of the
word. Last but not least, I would
like to thank Health Profes
sions Senator Frances Jeffers
for her diligent efforts on the
SGA sponsored blood drives
and the Adopt-A-Highway
program, both ofwhich she has
done an excellent job with. I
am very pleased with the
progress we have made so far,
but we can not become content-- there is still a lot of work
to be done.
As for minority students, a
lot of you have asked what
Minority Affairs is all about. I
have hadseveral meetings with
Mr. Alfred Owens, head of the
Department of Minority Af
fairs, and he has compiled a
detailed outline of what Mi
nority Affairs can do for you
(See pg. 24).

PLEASE REMEMBER
TO VOTE IN THE
SGA SPECIAL ELEC
TIONS ON OCTO
BER 11th AND 12th.

Dr. Robert Barbette: ABC President
The acedemic year rockets into
orbit with the beginning of the fall
quarter. The Armstrong spaceship
will have some new features this
year. It will be larger to accomodate
the 5,000 undergraduate and 500
graduate students enrolled this fall.
With more students, the college has
employed 85 exciting new faculty
members in the past twelve months
to teach them. With groth we are
trying to be more sensitive to helpingstudents and serving their needs.'
One visual evidence of this was the
"Ask Me" button pinned on regis
tration officials to make this open
ing colleg process more caring and
helpful. Indeed, Armstrong wants
your entire acedemic adventure to
be a positive and enduring one.
To make your travel with us
more appealing, Armstrong will be
offering new opportunities. In
cirriculum, the Board of Regents
has rewarded Armstrong a degree in
physical therapy which will enroll
its first class in the fall of 1994.
After your experience in our class
rooms, the worldof work will beckon.
In that nongalactic world, the key
to success is leadership. To those
who aspire to be leaders a new eight
week "Emerging Leadership Pro
gram" will be offered by the office of
student affairs.
Our concern is for all students
who enter our orbit. This year anew

director of nontraditional le irning
has been appointed. Dr. Richard
Nordquist is interested in helping
all evening students, weekend stu
dents, off campus students at Union
Camp, Gulfstream, and Brunswick
Center, and all other Armstrong
educational sites. For the first time
Armstrong will be offering classes
seven days a week.
This quarter, a new director of
disability services will also be ap
pointed. For those with special
needs, an expanded alcohol and drug
education program will be offered.
For those interested in our space
ship galley,you will find a newchickfil-A counter in the Memorial Col
lege Center cafe. Is this the begin
ning of a food mall?
I mentioned our spaceship is
expanding. Temporary chambers
are emrging everywhere but they
will be gone when three new facili
ties are completed. The new book
store between the new and old stu
dent centers should be completed
this fall. The acedemic computer
center will surge into vacated space
in the old bookstore. For your health
and exercise, a new 85,000 square
foot physical education building will
begin construction this fall. An
architect has been appointed by the
chancellor to design a new 65,000
square foot classroom buildingwhich
will make our spaceship even larger
in a few years.
Each of you is wishing upon some
star. Armstrong wants to help make
your wish come true. Join us in our
mutual star trek. I welcome each of
you to this journey.

Student Poll:
It's Football Season Again!
Who do you think will win in *94?
Submit your guess to The In1{wetL
We will publish a top ten list in the
next paper.

Minority Affairs At A Glance:
The office of Minority Affairs was founded during the summer of 1986 by direction
of the president and given the mission of creating and maintaining a vehicle by which
minority students would be mainstreamed into all student activities at Armstrong*
Some of the services offered by the office are:

1.
2.
3.
4•
5.
6*
7.
8.

Peer Counseling
Tutorial Assisstance (All disciplines)
Multicultural programming" on and off campus
Ombudsmanship
Academic counseling and advisement
Special financial assistance (individual and institutional projects)
Supervision of Ebony Coalition and the Minority Advisement Program
Minority recruitment and retention (faculty, staff, and students)

The office operates daily from 8:00 am " 5:00 pm and is under the direct supervision
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty. Any person desiring
the services of the office is invited to walk in or call (927"5252/ 927"5651) for an
appointment.
Our motto is, "Service! We work for you!"

- A lfred Owens

AX©
I—m*.

X-#::

All females interested in joining
AS© Delta Sigma Theta Sorority are invited to attend an informal meeting on
October 12th 1993 at 12 noon in the
Faculty Lounge in the MCC Lobby.
For more information, call Christine at
925-3097.
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Faculty Profile:
Dr. Deborah Walker

Is This Distance Learning, Or Has
Dr. Cooksey Fallen Victim To
Quantum Leap Re-Runs?

Dr. Deborah Walker, pro
fessor of Anthropology, is a re
cent addition to the Depart
ment of Social Behavioral Sci
ences. Her areas of specializa
tion include biological anthro
pology, intergenerational rela
tions, aging, demography and
reproductive strategies.

ing two survey courses- Intro
duction to Anthropology and
North American Indians. A
most intriguing course is An
thropology of Sex and Gender,
in which students explore "bio
logical and cultural determi
nants of sex differences and sex
roles." Another favorite of stu
dents is Human Evolution. In
" I n t h e c l a s s  this class, students get handson experience as they become
room, students are "acting paleontologists," while
impressed
b y attempting to identify the mys
tery fossils. Dr. Walker has
Walker's youthful, recently added two courses to
y et h i g h l y pr o f es  the curriculum: Primate So
cial Behavior and Ecology, and
sional approach." Sociobiology of Human Behav
Walker received a Bach ior. During this academic year,
elor ofScience in Physical An Dr. Walker will teach the So
How fast do you drive on cartr?
thropology and Zoology from ciobiology of Human Behavior pus? 30? 40? 45 mph? If you do
the University ofMichigan and in the winter quarter and North drive this fast, then you are breaking
a Master of Arts and Ph.D. American Indians in the spring the law. Sgt. Dennis Rauch, a fouryear veteran of the Armstrong Po
from Pennsylvania State Uni quarter.
In the classroom, students lice Department, would like you to
versity. Before coming to Arm
know that the speed limit on cam
strong, she did post-doctoral are impressed by Walker's pus is 20 mph. This applies to
work in demography at Duke youthful, yet highly profes faculty, students, visitors, and yes,
University. Walker spent three sional approach. "I try to make even you students who claim that
summers in Loredo, Texas, the classroom one where the you are new and did not know.
"There are over 5,000 students
where she conducted her dis student feelscomfortable, yet I
enrolled here at Armstrong State
sertation research observing set a high academic standard," College, and everyone needs to be
she said. Dr. Walker's office,
the effects of parental and
careful andcourteous," Rauchstated.
which is located in Victor Hall
grandparental investment
"Students are continually coming
(students will know it as the to and leaving classes, and traffic is
within that Mexican Ameri
door papered with FarSide car usually heavy during the daytime. It
can community. She has pre
toons) is al ways open to stu can be very difficult to cross the
sented her research at annual
dents. "I like interacting with street, so please take a few minutes
conferences of the American
students. The smaller class sizes and slow down."
Anthropological Association,
The peak hours for traffic on
at Armstrong allow me to do
the Population Association of
campus arebetween 11:45and 12:15.
that." Not surprisingly, her Sgt. Rauch stated that the best way
America, the American Asso
door is often filled with former to exit the parking lots is to make a
ciation of Physical Anthro
students who stop by just to right when leaving. 'This way the
pologists,
and
the
keep in touch. (Or maybe traffic willflow evenly in both direcGerontological Society of
they're just reading the car tions. He added, "Science drive,
America.
the main road through campus, is
toons.)
two-lane and not four-lane. Please
Dr. Walker offers several
-Qrace Robbins
don't try to pass on the right."
anthropology courses, includ

Photo by SPS

For Your Safety: An Interview
With Set. Rauch
Another traffic concern is the
four-way stop at Science and Gym
Drives. This is a four way stop and
not a four way yield. Please take a
few seconds to stop and look both
ways.
ASC Police hopes to improve
traffic safetyon campus by installing
two more rumble bumps. This will
hopefully encourage the cars to slow
down some what. New signs are also
being purchased for better viewing
of traffic regulations.
If you are still finding it difficult
to locate a parking place, Sgt. Rauch
would like to inform you that parking spaces are available in city park
(temporary parking lot) and the
small parking lot located behind the
tennis courts and baseball field.
A word of warning, please do
not park on the yellow, red lines,
and fire zones. If you do, parking in
these locations will be ticketed, and
the fines are $15.00
Armstrong is a pleasant cornmunity-a city within itself. So.be
patient and careful. Your college
experience should be a good one.
T

'Joanna Qilmer
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Presenting

The Passion of

CREW NEEDED:
SET CONSTRUCTION
Carpenters (Anyone that can pick up a hammer.)
T ight Rigging (Can you turn on a lamp? Hired.)
SOUND AND LIGHTS
FRONT OF THE HOUSE CREW
publicity, box office, props
SCENE SHIFT CREW
(Just muscle and will needed.)
See Dr. Mellen in Gamble I02B or call LLDA at 927-5289
Behold Armstrong's Newest Classroom

Photo by Beverly English

V

ASC Is Growing,
Campus Is Not

The Office of the Registrar at
Armstrong State College stayed
busy the first week of school, registering over 1300 students in just
two days of regular registration,
The number of undergraduate
students jumped from 4839 in
Fall 1992 to 5150 in Fall 1993.
Although fall registration processed a large number of people,
the lines were uncharacteristically short. A special center for
undecided majors was set up in
Gamble Hall, Room 106 for advisement and registration, and
students were not forced to wait
in the usually long lines.
Fiave you noticed the large
number of people outside of
am e all after class? According to James Squires, the Assistant Registrar, "There really are
more students on campus this
year. Its not your imagination."
In fact, enrollment is up 6.5 percent from last year.
This seems improbable when

campus enrollment around the
country is down, yet Armstrong
continues to grow. Despite the
constantgrowth, the facilitiesane
availability of classroom space
have not changed. In fact, ASC
has crammed 5150 students intc
a campus intended for a maxi
mum of 2500 students. (Senc
notes of thanks to the Board o
Regents, and ask for money!)
More people from the Savan
nah and surrounding areas arc
choosing Armstrong to complex
their education, perhaps because
the school has finally achievec
the respect and reputation thai
she deserves—this is an excellen
institution. Armstrong serves ai
an excellent place for students ct
earn their degree while givinf
them the opportunity to partici
pate in a great many activities
(like writing for your local col
lege paper!), and she continues
to grow.
-Shelley Carroll
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Passing The Regents' Test — The Lubby Juggins Way
Why do so many Americans
keep household Pets?
How have your eating habits
changed since you first entered col
lege?
Which do you prefer, a car or a
pickup?
What is your favorite piece of
furniture in the entire world?
No, boys and girls, these are not
brainteasers from Socrates or tidbits
from the latest hormone quiz in
Cosmo. Rather, these little mindstretchers are the sorts of banal top
ics that hundreds of ASC students
will be taunted with in the next few
weeks on the Regents' Test. Huddled
like refugees in the Fine Arts build
ing, with blobs of ink on their fin
gertips, panicky sophomores will
scribble moronic five-paragraph
themes on subjects that would bore
even a college dean to salty tears.
Fortunately, I ca n say that I've
passed the damn test-the proof is
there on my transcript. But there's
no honor or glory in it. Passing the
Regents' Test, as everybody knows,
is like passing a urine test: no wit or
wisdom required. In fact, it's a lot
like passing a peach pit—all pain, no
fruit.
Still, by telling the story of how
I successfully discharged my colonic
duty, just maybe I can spare you a
little bit of the pain. It all started
outside the testing room in the hall
way, where a fewhundred of us were
lined up like groupies at a Kissinger
lecture.

All at once this jerk invaded my introduction, use specific examples,
air space as I was minding my own don't repeat yourself. For godsake's
business, sucking on a number two a child of six could pass this thing.
pencil and crossing my legs t o hid
So, get me a six year old! Or a
the pee stains on my jeans. You college dean.
know the kind. Big smiley button
I c ould smell breakfast leaking
for a face, a loud phony preacher's out of my pores as Icopied down my
laugh inall the wrong places. Lots of social security number and then read
noise and teeth.
the first topic:
"Your first time ?" he said, laugh
"Discuss the position of the
ing horribly. Like this was a mixer at worker in the Soviet Union as it
the prison, and his dance wasn't full. corresponds to the 'association of
I grunted a "yeah" and ducked free producers' envisaged by Marx
down to tie the laces on my loafers. and the 'Soviet democracy' imag
Please, please, please go away.
ined by Lenin."
But the jerk knelt down beside
Instantly, I felt a red rubber ball
me.
growing around my nose. A great
"Third time lucky for me," he conical hat springing upon my head.
said, and then laughed so hard he Baggy pants, big floppy shoes, and
blew a corn kernel through his cus my Spirit pen turning into a bicycle
pids.
horn.
Oh, jeez.
I tried towrite-honk, honk. The
"I got it all figured out," he said, room shushed me. I had to write"Here's what you go tta do." And honk, honk, honk, honk.
then between volleys of laughter,
Shhhhhhh!
Mr. Wizard proceeded to explain
Calm down, I told myself. So
how to pass the Regents': keep it you've hit the one unmoronic topic
short, no big words, use lots of semi ever given on a Regents' Test. Just
colons, and at the end of the paper, remember what the dolly bird said:
write "Have a nice day."
"On every test, there's always one
I felt a terrible urge to skewer topic you'll know enough about to
him with my number two pencil. write a decent, passing essay."
But then the line started to move,
And so, wiping the greasepaint
and a few minutes later, I was off my cheeks, I turned to the second
slumped over a desk, staring at the topic:
exam booklet.
"If you learned that you had only
Chill out, I told myself. Just six months left to live, how would
remember the advice you got from you change your life?"
the dolly bird in the writing center.
Six months to live.. .change my
Think about topics, rehearse the life. All at once, the room, the Fine

Part Time Help Wanted.
JqssiSeci
Privately owned yacht
4\ier\vs*n^
needs part time mainte
nance person. Hours and
Tennis Lessons. Begin wages flexible. Need to
ners Welcome! Raquets have good hand-eye co
and balls furnished, Ages ordination and love of
12 and up. Call C. boats. Call Richard
Krishnan at 232-2064. Mitchell at 355-6608.

Arts building, the entire campus
vanished. Now the sundown sky
was like honey, and a dusky native
girl was dampening my brow with
her tears and cloaking me with her
long black hair.
Sipping Scotch malt, watching
the waves retreat, listening to the
music of the spheres, I fe lt for one
heart-wrenching moment soutterly,
so terribly, sowonderfully alive. All
the dreck and disaster of my boring
little existence had been leading up
to this one incredible moment.
"Darling," I whispered to my
native girl, gently stroking her hip,
"please take a message."
And thus, at my request, she
began to write: "Having been given
just six months to live, I have de
cided not to complete the Regents'
Test. Instead, I s hall spend these
last precious days embracing my
loved one in the South Pacific..."
And so, you see, that's how I
passed the Regents'. By the skin of
my teeth (a score of two) but, really,
who gives a damn? Only Mr. Wiz
ard, Isuppose, who's now on his fifth
or sixth attempt. Bust as I said, it's
like passing a urine test-or a peach
pit. Just ask that dolly bird in the
writing center.

'Lubby Juggins

Earn $200 - $500 weekly mailing 1 993
Travel brochures. For more information
send a self addressed stamped envelope
to: Travel Inc. P.O. Box 2530, Miami,
FL 332 61

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 - $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
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collegiate crossword

Did You Know?
Do You Know?
Did You Know...
...that the only U.S.
President to be im
peached (Andrew John
son) was also the only
U.S. President to serve
in the Senate after his
presidency?
Do You Know...
...what Avagadro's
number is?
Please submit your response to
the "Do You Know?" to The
Inkwell on theevaluation form
on page 6 of this issue.

©Edward Julius
41 " .. .not with
19 Political disorder
ACROSS
but a whimper."
20
c it . (footnote
1 Where one night
43 R eturn on invest
abbreviation)
study Andy Warhol's
ment (abbr.)
21 T raveled on a
works (3 wds.) '
44 Pondered
Flexible Flyer
12 Enrollment into
45 Belonging to Mr.
24 G lorify
college
Starr
25 Prospero's servant
14 " Calculus Made Sim 47 Part of the classi
in "The Tempe st"
ple," e.g. (2 wds.)
fieds (2 wds.)
28 Well-known govern
16 Evaluate
48 Possible place to
ment agency
17 Extrem ely small
study abroad (2 wds) 29 American league
18 Follows a recipe
52 Small school in Can
team (abbr.)
direction
ton, Ohio (2 wds.)
30 Fictional hypnotist
19 Belonging to Mr.
53 Orson Welles film
32 S tyle exemplified
Pacino
classic (2 wds.)
by P icasso
22 Of land measure
33 "She's
..."
23 Meets a poker bet
DOWN
(from "Flashdance")
24
Gay (WW II
34 Be unwell
plane)
1 Those who a re duped 35 Visible trace
26 C apri, e.g.
2 "Do u nto
..."
36 Think
27 Belonging to Mayor
3 Fourth estate
37 Woma n's u nder
Koch
4 Goals
garment
28 Irritate or
5 Well-known record
38 Comnit
kiri
embitter
label
40 — burner
30 Tra in for a boxinq
6 Well-known king
42 "...for if I
match
7 151 to Caesar
away..."
31
and the
8 Prefix meaning milk 44 A ctress Gibbs
Belmonts
9 Confused (2 wds.)
46 A frican antelope
32 P rocessions
10 — husky
47 Well-known TV band
35 D iet supplement
11 Most inmiediate
leader
(abbr.)
12 Like a sailboat
49 Pince
38 Sc ottish historian 13 Cash register key
(eyeglass type)
and p hilosopher
(2 wds.)
50 1968 f ilm, " _ L
39 Col lege in Green
1* En — (as a whole)
Station Zebra"
ville, Pa.
15 Auto racing son of
51 1965 film, »
40 The V enerable ——
Richard Petty
Ryan's Express"

